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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Butt, Adam.  MSNE, Purdue University, December, 2005.  Acoustic Inertial 
Confinement Fusion: Characterization of Reaction Chamber.  Major Professors: 
Rusi P. Taleyarkhan (School of Nuclear Engineering) and Ivana Hrbud (School of 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering).   
 

 The purpose of the present research was to characterize existing Acoustic 

Inertial Confinement Fusion (AICF) reaction chambers and develop a modeling 

approach that could be used for preconceptual reactor design.  The finite 

element method code FEMLAB™ was used to create a multiphysics modeling 

approach capable of simulating the fluid-structure interactions of existing reaction 

chambers.  In order to validate the numerical results a series of lab experiments 

were performed to which the results could be benchmarked.  The final modeling 

result predicted a chamber resonant frequency within 3% of the experimentally 

observed value (17.7 kHz compared to 18.2 kHz).  Additionally, the multiphysics 

AICF chamber modeling approach was benchmarked against a similar study 

performed by S. Cancelos et al. at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (10).  The 

developed modeling approach predicted a resonant frequency within 3% of both 

the RPI numerical result (using ATILA™) and experimental result.  Additionally 

the predicted Q-value was within 13% of the RPI experimental value.  The 

developed modeling approach was used to perform a preconceptual reactor 

design, with the intent of providing researchers with starting point for future 

scaling experiments.  Using conservative values for fusion power density and 

experimentally determined scaling parameters, six designs were created using 

three different fusion reactions.  Much work remains to be done and series of 

improvements to the multiphysics modeling approach were suggested.  The 



 xvii

proposed reactor designs should provide a starting point to determine the 

experimental parameters necessary for future scaling analyses. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
 As the world’s supplies of economically recoverable energy is rapidly 

declining and the population of Earth is both expanding and industrializing, new 

sources of energy need to be developed.  On top of the need for a new energy 

source to be robust enough to cope with increasing demand, it will need to be 

environmentally friendly to avoid further poisoning our world.  One such energy 

source, nuclear fusion, is considered to be nearly inexhaustible.  Nuclear fusion, 

the reaction that powers the stars, would utilize heavy hydrogen here on Earth 

(also known as Deuterium) which is found in about 1 part in 6000 in the world’s 

lakes and oceans.  There is enough energy in just 1 cubic km of seawater to 

provide for the projected energy needs if the US for more than a thousand years.  

As well as a plentiful supply of energy, most fusion reactions produce less 

radioactive waste than fission reactions, and the resultant waste is radioactive for 

tens of years as opposed tens of thousands of years.  Research into producing 

controlled fusion reactions has been ongoing for more than 50 years without 

success, but a new approach, Acoustic Inertial Confinement Fusion, may provide 

the right direction towards commercial fusion energy production. 
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1.1 Background on Thermonuclear Fusion 

 

 To date, all controlled net energy gains from nuclear reactions has come 

from fission reactions.  Uncontrolled energy release from fission and fusion 

reactions exist in the form of the atomic bomb and the hydrogen bomb, 

respectively.  Compared to fusion, fission is a relatively easy reaction to initiate.  

Room temperature or ‘thermal’ neutrons are all that are needed to initiate a 

fission reaction.  With the proper amount and arrangement of moderators (such 

as water and boron) a fission reaction can be controlled and can be made to 

undergo a continuous, or chain, reaction.  However, the conditions necessary for 

fusion reactions are more extreme.  Thermonuclear fusion (a.k.a. hot fusion) is 

the reaction that powers the stars.  At the center of the Sun temperatures can 

exceed 1,000,000oC and the immense gravitational field can produce very high 

pressures.  Typical reactions of interest include, 

                                  )1.14()5.3(4 MeVnMeVHeTD +→+                                      (1) 

                              
)45.2()82.0(

)02.3()01.1(
3%50

%50

MeVnMeVHeDD
MeVpMeVTDD

+⎯⎯→⎯+

+⎯⎯→⎯+
                               (2) 

                                 )7.14()6.3(43 MeVpMeVHeHeD +→+                                    (3) 

Where D and T are isotopes of Hydrogen known as Deuterium and Tritium, 4He 

is a Helium nucleus also known as an alpha particle, n is a neutron, p is a proton, 

and 3He is an isotope of Helium.  The D-T reaction is the easiest fusion reaction 

to initiate because compared to other fusion reactions the lowest temperature is 

needed.  The D-T reaction is followed by the D-D and D-3He reactions.  The D-D 

reaction is usually chosen as the first reaction explored in a research program 

because the fuel, Deuterium, is relatively easy to obtain and is not radioactive 

(like tritium).  Deuterium, or heavy hydrogen, can be found in about 1 part in 

6000 in both ocean and fresh water (3). 
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In order for a sustained fusion reaction to occur a favorable combination of 

three parameters must occur: Confinement time, fuel density, and temperature 

must be achieved or exceeded (the Lawson Criterion).  It has proved to be very 

difficult to achieve the appropriate conditions for controlled, net energy fusion 

here on Earth.  This is a testament to the many billions of dollars and untold 

research hours spent on trying to achieve these conditions over the past fifty-plus 

years in projects such as the ZETA machine, Stellarator, Joint European Torus 

(JET), Russian Tokamaks, Lawrence Livermore National Lab’s (LLNL) Nova 

laser fusion and National Ignition Facility (NIF) programs, and the soon to be 

constructed International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).  

Researchers face a great challenge in recreating the conditions at the center of 

the Sun.  Researchers lack the benefit of the intense gravitational field that 

provides adequate densities and confinement times.  To make up for these 

deficiencies, temperatures in excess of 100,000,000oC are needed to satisfy the 

Lawson Criteria on Earth, further complicating the problem. 

 Two main techniques have been pursed over the years to achieve 

controlled fusion reactions: ‘magnetic’ and ‘inertial’ confinement fusion.  The first 

technique, magnetic confinement fusion (MCF), utilizes intense magnetic fields to 

both compress and confine the very hot plasma.  The two main methods to 

achieve this goal are tokamaks (transliteration of the Russian words for toroidal 

chamber in magnetic coils) and mirror devices.  

 The concept behind the tokamak devices is to produce a plasma in a 

toroidal shaped chamber, which is wrapped with electric coils.  A strong current 

flowing through the coils produces an intense magnetic field which focuses the 

plasma towards the center of the torus, compressing and keeping it away from 

the chamber walls.  The external magnetic field induces an electric current in the 

plasma itself which serves to heat and confine the plasma.  In actual practice this 

has proven to be a very difficult task, mainly due to the fact that the plasma does 

not like to be intensely compressed and many hydrodynamic instabilities result, 

preventing adequate confinement times.   
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 The other main magnetic confinement devices, known as magnetic mirror 

reactors, are linear devices that utilize shaped magnetic fields that are strongest 

at the end points to reflect particles that would otherwise escape back to the 

main body of the plasma.  Again, this is easier said than done.  It is difficult to 

confine enough particles for the plasma to be dense enough to sustain the 

reaction. 

 The other major technique that has been pursued to attain controlled 

thermonuclear fusion is known as Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF).  Essentially, 

this technique relies on an imparted inertia into the fuel itself in order to 

compress, confine, and heat the fuel to the necessary conditions.  The main 

approach used, also known as ‘laser’ fusion, incorporates a number of very 

powerful lasers arranged around a spherical chamber to zap tiny fuel pellets in 

the center of the chamber.  A tiny (~1mm) frozen fuel pellet is shot to the center 

of the chamber and once it reaches the center all of the surrounding lasers fire at 

once to, as uniformly as possible, compressing the target.   

 If the energy imparted to the surface of the target is sufficient and the 

compression is uniform enough, an extremely intense spherically converging 

shock wave will produce the conditions necessary for fusion to occur.  The major 

challenge to this approach is, again, the instabilities that result from non-uniform 

compression.  Even with the 196 lasers of the NIF (capable of delivering a 500 

trillion watt pulse at full power), it is analogous to trying to squeeze a golf ball to 

an extremely small size with a set of needles.  The other main challenge when 

using this technique is that in order to generate sustained energy the ICF laser 

reactor would need to zap many targets per second (perhaps as many as 100).  

Unfortunately, the current refresh times for these laser systems are on the order 

of days to weeks, not milliseconds as would be needed. 
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1.2: Acoustic Inertial Confinement Fusion 

 

 In 2002 an international team, consisting of Rusi P. Taleyarkhan, C.D 

West, J.S. Cho, R.T. Lahey Jr., R.I. Nigmatulin, and R.C. Block, published a 

paper in the Journal Science detailing the discovery of a new approach to 

generating the conditions for controlled thermonuclear fusion (1).  The paper, 

entitled ‘Evidence for Nuclear Emissions During Acoustic Cavitation’, detailed the 

new approach, also known as sonoluminescent fusion, bubble fusion, and 

sonofusion.  The necessary conditions for fusion in this approach are achieved in 

a similar manner to ICF.  Instead of using lasers, a much more simple 

mechanical system is used.  Hence the term acoustic inertial confinement fusion 

(AICF) is used to describe the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: AICF schematic  

 

 During the AICF process, tiny nanometer-sized bubbles are created by 

nucleating a degassed fluid in a glass chamber with either neutrons from a 

pulsed neutron generator (PNG) or an isotopic source (such as PuBe, or Cf-252).  

The bubbles then expand and collapse under the presence of a very strong 
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acoustic field, created by a piezoelectric ring being driven at approximately 20 

kHz.  With the right combination of deuterated fluid, drive amplitude and 

frequency, and chamber geometry the result is nuclear emissions in the form of 

≤2.45 MeV neutrons and the production of tritium gas.  Both of those products 

are key signatures of deuteron-deuteron (D-D) fusion.   

The driving mechanism behind this approach is similar to the ICF laser 

devices, except in this case the bubble walls are driven by surrounding uniform 

fluid-wall, allowing for intense compression and minimizing the chances of 

instabilities forming. 

 Taleyarkhan et al. recorded on the order of 105 neutrons and tritons being 

produced per second, using deuterated-acetone (C3D6O) and a driving power of 

only about 40 W (1, 2).  While this level of fusion production is still well below the 

1013 n/s needed for breakeven (as much energy produced as being expended) or 

1015 n/s needed for a commercial reactor, it still indicates a tremendous amount 

of potential, given the simplicity of the design and approach.  The main factor 

involved in the production of energy in AICF is the temperature at which the 

compressed core of the bubble reaches. 

 The amount of fusion energy produced is dependant on the temperature, 

since the cross-section (which is the probability of the reaction occurring) is a 

strongly dependant function of temperature.  In fact, for the D-D reaction, the 

fusion cross-section increases by a factor of 109 for a temperature change of 10 

million degrees.  That means that the probability of D-D reactions occurring at 

10,000,000 oC is 109 times greater than at 1,000,000 oC.  The main factors that 

affect the temperature in AICF are the sphericity and intensity of the bubble 

implosion.  The more spherical the implosion is the better the energy will be 

focused to the bubble core.  Further, the more intense the implosion is the 

stronger the resulting shock and the higher the core temperature attained.  
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 Acoustic pressure oscillations, controlling the expansion and compression 

of bubbles, are the main drivers for the intensity of bubble implosion.  The greater 

the acoustic pressure oscillations are the more the bubbles are stretched.  Once 

the compression phase begins, the resulting implosion is that much more violent.

 The main focus of this research will be to model the acoustic fields 

responsible for creating the conditions necessary for the bubble implosions and 

to determine the parameters necessary for breakeven and beyond reactors 

based on the AICF approach to controlled thermonuclear fusion. 

 
 
 

1.3: Motivation for Research 

 

 Stated in the previous sections nuclear energy has many benefits over 

chemical energy, the primary benefit being a vastly improved energy density.  

Although fusion reactions are much more difficult to initiate and control than 

fission reactions, fusion benefits from higher energy densities and, depending on 

the reaction, offers the possibility of producing far fewer radioactive substances.  

Furthermore, the approach to controlled thermonuclear fusion, known as AICF, 

has additional advantages over the other proposed methods of MCF and.  AICF 

compares favorably because it does not require a tremendous amount of 

supporting hardware (such as superconducting magnets and largest lasers in the 

world), it requires significantly less energy to initiate (it relies on simple 

mechanical energy and not intense magnetic fields or laser pulses), and perhaps 

most importantly, it is orders of magnitude less expensive.   
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH OUTLINE 

 
 
 
 This chapter will detail the proposed research to analyze existing AICF 

reaction chambers and to provide the first step towards scaled designs.  Previous 

research conducted in the area of AICF is detailed in the References (1, 2, 9).  At 

the advent of this proposed research, a substantial amount of experimental work 

had been done, but not much numerical work, specifically concerning the 

acoustics of the system.  The acoustics refer to the pressure fluctuations created 

in the fluid as the piezoelectric ring is activated and harmonically compresses the 

chamber wall at a specified frequency.  As previously mentioned, this harmonic 

compression establishes an acoustic pressure field in the fluid.  Bubbles are then 

created (nucleated) at the location in the fluid where the compression is the 

highest, called the pressure anti-node.  In theory, the greater the tension in the 

fluid, the more the bubbles will expand, resulting in a more violent implosion.  

The more violent the implosion is, the greater the strength of the imploding shock 

wave, resulting in a greater compression of the bubble core.  Additionally, the 

higher the core temperature of the bubble is, the greater the probability of fusion 

reactions taking place.   

 The primary focus of the proposed research will be an acoustics analysis 

to establish a modeling approach capable of accurately simulating the varying 

acoustic pressure field in the fluid, based on previous and concurrent 

experimental research.  The secondary goal of the acoustics analysis will then be 

to design reaction chamber models capable of predicting the necessary 

dimensions and conditions for the first approximation of breakeven and beyond 

AICF reactors. 
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Additional aspects of the proposed research include, 

• Pressure mapping experiments against which the numerical 

acoustics results can be benchmarked. 

• Fusion fuel analysis to determine the different system requirements 

needed for Deuteron-Deuteron (D-D), Deuteron-Triton (D-T), and 

Deuteron-Helium-3 (D-3He) thermonuclear fusion. 

• Shielding analysis 

 
 
 

2.1 FEMLAB™ AICF Chamber Analysis 

 

 In order to simulate the acoustics of the experimental AICF reactors and in 

order to develop a modeling approach that could be used to design a next 

generation chamber, the finite element program FEMLAB™ was chosen.  

FEMLAB™ is an acronym that stands for Finite Element Modeling Laboratory.  

This program was developed by the Swedish company Comsol.  Recently, the 

name of the program was changed to Comsol Multiphysics™, however 

throughout the body of this document it will be referred to as Femlab. 

 The reason this program was chosen over other finite element programs 

was its proclaimed ability to be able to simultaneously solve a multitude of 

different physics, as well as an easy to use interface.  As the physics involved in 

the experimental AICF chambers consists of structural mechanics, acoustics, the 

electromagnetics of the piezoelectric, and all of their related interdependencies, 

Femlab was deemed a good choice to handle the modeling.   

 The modeling framework for Femlab consists of a number of Standard 

Applications Modes that include acoustics, diffusion, electromagnetics, fluid 

dynamics, heat transfer, structural mechanics, and a partial differential equation 

mode.  Within each of these application modes there are more sub-modes. 
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Figure 2.1: FEMLAB™ Model Navigator showing the various Application Modes 

(12) 

 

Each of the application modes and sub-modes has a predefined set of basic 

equations to model that particular type of physics.  Additionally, the user has the 

ability to completely control and modify these equations, as well as the ability to 

add more equations.  There is also a built in CAD tool which allows for rapid 

creation models and the ability to import geometries from various other standard 

CAD programs (12).  Comsol has also released a number of add-on specialized 

modules for Chemical Engineering, Earth Science, Electromagnetics, Heat 

Transfer, MEMS, and Structural Mechanics.  Each of these specialized modules 

contain additional application modes specific to that type of physics.  There is 

also built-in support for the Matlab programming language, and an extensive 

model library. 
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 The following is a generalized list of the steps needed to create a model in 

FEMLAB™: 

• Decide whether to model in 1-D, 2-D, 2-D Axisymmetric, or 3-D. 

• Select the particular physics or set of physics needed to create the 

desired model.  This is done by selecting one or more of the preset 

application sub-modes. 

• Create the geometry using either the built in CAD tool or import 

from various other standard CAD programs. 

• Define the material properties of the sub-domain(s).  A model may 

consist of several sub-domains all with different properties, if 

desired.  An example would be liquid flowing through a pipe, where 

the pipe and liquid are separate sub-domains, each with separate 

material properties. 

• If the model consists of multiple types of physics each sub-domain 

needs to be specified to a type of physics that will be modeled in 

that particular sub-domain.  For example, structural mechanics 

might be used to model the pipe and fluid dynamics for the liquid. 

• The boundary and initial conditions need to be specified.  For the 

above example, the pipe could be fixed on the right end and the 

liquid may enter through the right side of the pipe at a specified 

velocity. 

• For a parametric analysis the parameter in question needs to be 

defined, in addition to the desired range and incremental step used 

to create solutions.   

• For a time dependant analysis the range of time and time step 

need to be defined. 

• The finite element mesh is automatically defined, but can be 

refined, or made more coarse, depending on the area of interest 

within the solution or to improve computation time. 

• Any additional changes can be made to the governing equations. 
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• The model can now be solved.  Femlab includes a number of 

powerful post-processing tools that can then be used to explore the 

calculated results. 

 

 The goal of this Femlab AICF chamber analysis is to develop a modeling 

framework that is capable of accurately simulating the acoustic pressure 

response of the fluid to the harmonic compression from the piezoelectric ring. 

 
 
 

2.2 Pressure Mapping and Power Experiments 

 

 In order to verify the Femlab acoustic analysis results a series of 

experiments were performed to which the numerical results were benchmarked.  

A version of the experimental AICF reactor was set up so that a pressure 

transducer could be used to map a pressure profile along the central axis of the 

chamber.  This was done by incrementally moving the pressure transducer along 

the central axis and recording the resulting pressure for a specified power to the 

piezoelectric ring.  A map was then generated depicting the various acoustic 

modes of the system, including the resonant mode. 

 Additionally, a set of experiments was performed to determine the 

electrical resonance of the circuit and the actual power being delivered to the 

piezoelectric ring.  These results were then used to help predict the performance 

of future systems. 
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2.3 Fusion Fuel Analysis 

 

 The three fusion reactions described in Eq.(1), (2), (3) were analyzed for 

use with the proposed AICF chamber designs.  The results for all three reactions 

were then compared and the pros and cons of each, weighed.  Additionally, a 

few words will be said about the engineering issues that will need to be 

addressed for each fuel type. 

 
 
 

2.4 Preconceptual AICF Reactor Design 

 

 Using the multiphysics modeling approach developed from the previous 

chapters, a series of preconceptual reactor designs will be made.  The intent of 

these designs will be to provide a starting point for future experimental scaling 

work. 

 
 
 

2.5 Shielding Analysis 

 

 Once the appropriate designs were made for excess energy producing 

AICF reactors, a shielding analysis was performed to determine the thickness 

necessary for a shield to reduce radiation to acceptable levels 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
 
 

3.1 FEMLAB™ Setup 

 

 The finite element program FEMLAB™ was chosen to perform the 

acoustic analysis needed to predict chamber response and to model breakeven 

and beyond capable reactors.  The following section will detail the various 

aspects of developing a FEMLAB™ modeling approach that will then be 

extended to reactor design. 

 As the geometry of the experimental reactors (see Figure 1.1) is mostly 

cylindrical, the 2-D Axis-symmetric space dimension was chosen to simplify the 

modeling process.  The Structural Mechanics, Acoustics, and Fluid Dynamics 

application modes are chosen to model various aspects of the system. 

 

3.1.1 Application Modes 

 

 The chamber was modeled in a multiphysics approach and is essentially 

designed in two parts, the structure and the fluid.  The structure was modeled 

using the Structural Mechanics Module and the fluid using the Acoustics and 

Fluid Dynamics Modules.  The following sections are intended to provide a more 

in-depth understanding of the capabilities of each module and to begin building 

the framework for the AICF chamber modeling approach. 
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3.1.1.1 Structural Mechanics 

 

3.1.1.1.1 Theory 

 For a 3-dimensional structure with the deformation components (u, v, w), 

the relationship between strain and displacement is given by the following 

equation, 

                                                    othel εεεε ++=                                               (4)                       

Where ε is the total strain, and εel, εth, εo elastic, thermal, and initial strains 

respectively.  Shear strain can be expressed in either a vector (εxy, εyz, εxz) or 

engineering form (γxy, γyz, γxz).  Using the small displacement assumption, the 

normal strain and shear strain components as functions of the deformation 

variables are as follows, 
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The symmetric strain tensor ε consists of both the normal and shear strain 

components, 
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The stress in a given material is described by the symmetric stress tensor, 
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where (σx, σy, σz) are the normal stresses and (τxy, τyz, τxz) are the shear stresses 

for a symmetrical case.  The stress-strain relationship neglecting thermal effects 

is, 
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                                                     oelD σεσ +=                                                  (8) 

The elasticity matrix D for an isotropic material is defined as, 
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where E is the modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus and υ is Poisson’s ratio. 

Implementation of the above equations is done through what is called the 

equilibrium equations, which expressed in terms of the 3-D stresses are, 
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where F is a volume force (body force).  Using a more compact notation Eq.(10) 

can be described as, 

                                                        F=⋅∇− σ                                                  (11) 

This equation is also known as Navier’s equation.  Substituting in the stress-

strain and strain-displacement relations from Eq.(4) and Eq.(8) yields Eq.(11),  

Navier’s equation, expressed for displacement (12). 
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3.1.1.1.2 Frequency Response Analysis 

 

 As the AICF chamber analysis pertains to the fluid pressure response to 

the acoustic-structural interactions, it is important to solve the structural 

mechanics equations in the frequency domain.  Harmonic loads are specified by 

three components, the value Fx, the amplitude FxAmp, and the phase FxPh.  The 

equations for the steady-state response from harmonic excitation loads are, 
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                                                          fπω 2=                                                     (14) 

where ω is the excitation frequency.  These equations are derived by assuming a 

harmonic response with the same angular frequency as the excitation load, 

                                                )cos( uamp tuu φω +=                                            (15) 

 Damping is a very important aspect of a structural mechanics analysis.  

For transient problems Newton’s second law is introduced, 
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Within FEMLAB™, Rayleigh damping (18) is used to model viscous damping, 

and specifies two damping coefficients to do so.  For a single degree of freedom 

system, the equation of motion with viscous damping is, 

                                             )(2
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Within the Rayleigh damping model, the damping parameter ξ is expressed in 

terms of the mass m and the stiffness k as, 

                                                  km dKdM βαξ +=                                               (18) 

Where αdM is the mass damping parameter, and βdK is the stiffness damping 

parameter. 
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 This second-order system can be reduced to a first-order system by 

introducing new variables v = (u_t, v_t, w_t)t, such that v = (δu/ δt).  Furthermore, 

for a frequency domain analysis, Eq.(11) can be described using complex 

notation, 
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Substituting these derived complex equations into Newton’s equation of 

motion along with the damping parameters yields the equilibrium equation for a 

structural mechanics frequency response analysis (12), 

                            Fujujc dMdK
~~)(~)1( 2 =−−∇+⋅∇− ωραρωωβ                       (22) 

 

3.1.1.1.3 Axial Symmetry, Stress-Strain 

 

 Due to the cylindrical nature of the AICF chambers, it is possible to model 

them using a simplified 3-dimensional approach, known as 2-D axis-symmetric.  

The 2-D axis-symmetric approach assumes that the geometry being modeled 

only varies in two of the three dimensions. 
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Figure 3.1:  Shaded area represents a 2-D geometry used to simplify an axis-

symmetric 3-D geometry (12) 

 

Simplifying Eq.(10), the equilibrium equations, for the 2-D axis-symmetric case 

yields, 
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Additionally, the strain-displacement relations for small displacements (Eq.(4)) 

becomes (12), 
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3.1.1.2 Acoustics 

 

 In order to model the fluid response to the harmonic structural excitation 

created by the piezoelectric ring, the Acoustics module is used.  A sound wave is 

modeled using what is known as the Wave equation, 
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where ρo is the density, c is the speed of sound, p is the pressure, and q is the 

dipole source.  For a time-harmonic wave, where the pressure variation with time 

is, 

                                                         ti
oepp ω=                                                   (26) 

the wave equation reduces to a special form known as the Helmholtz equation, 
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This equation is defined in the frequency domain, where ω = 2πf, and is therefore 

the equation that will be used to model the fluid response to the harmonic 

structural excitation (12). 

 

3.1.1.3 Fluid Dynamics 

 

 Although the fluid in the AICF chamber is essentially static, it will be 

shown that the Fluid Dynamics module is necessary for developing an accurate 

model of the fluid (in conjunction with the Acoustics analysis).  The reason for 

this is that Eq.(27), the Helmholtz equation, is an undamped equation and in real 

application, fluid damping (viscosity) plays an important role in the dynamics of 

any fluid response model.   A common assumption made when modeling liquids 

is that the density does not change, also known as an incompressible fluid.  This 

assumption is also made when using the Incompressible Navier-Stokes 

application mode in FEMLAB™.   

 This application mode uses the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow to 

solve for the pressure, p, and the velocity vector components, 
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In order to allow for variable viscosity (non-Newtonian fluids) FEMLAB™ uses a 

generalized version of the Navier-Stokes equations, 
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Where η is the dynamic viscosity, ρ is the density, u is the velocity field, p is the 

pressure, and F is a volume force field (such as gravity) (12). 

 

3.1.2 Boundary Conditions 

 

 An essential aspect of any analysis is the definition of the boundary 

conditions.  For a multiphysics analysis they can become even more important as 

the boundary conditions are in some instances used to couple the various 

physics together.  The boundary conditions can be essential for communication 

between the different physics being modeled.  This section describes the 

boundary conditions available to the three types of physics being modeled. 

 

3.1.2.1 Structural Mechanics 

 

 As was discussed in Section 3.1.1.1.1, the axial-symmetry stress-strain 

frequency response analysis will be used to model the solid components of the 

AICF chamber.  Boundary conditions are defined in two ways within this 

application mode, boundary constraint and load. 

 A boundary is constrained by selecting the desired boundary and applying 

the necessary constraint.  An example would be the deformation of a beam 

jutting from the side of a building.  The side of the beam that is ‘attached’ to the 

building wall would be constrained so it was not able to move; however, the rest 

of the boundaries would remain free, or unconstrained so that the beam was able 

to deform. 
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The second type of boundary condition within this application mode is a 

boundary load.  Following the same example as above, a load could be defined 

across the exposed end of the beam, simulating a weight being attached to it.  

This load would be defined so it was in the direction of the ‘ground’.  Aside from 

defining the material properties of the beam, this model could now be solved and 

the resulting deformation analyzed. 

 

3.1.2.2 Acoustics 

 

 There are a number of available boundary conditions for the Acoustics 

module,  

1. Sound Hard Boundaries (Walls) 

• This condition specifies that the normal component of the velocity is 

zero on the boundary.  This also means that the normal derivative of 

the pressure is zero on the boundary.  This essentially results in a 

perfectly reflective boundary (idealized wall). 

• 0=
∂
∂
n
p  

2. Sound Soft Boundaries 

• This condition states that the pressure at that boundary is equal to 

zero.  This can be used to define the boundary between a liquid and a 

gas where, because of the vast difference in density, the pressure 

wave at that interface is essentially reflected, but some acoustic 

information is still able to transmit through the boundary. 

• p = 0 

3. Pressure Source 

• This boundary condition can be used to maintain a constant specified 

pressure, po, on the specified boundaries. 

• p = po 
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4. Impedance Boundary Condition 

• This boundary condition defines the impedance, Z, at that boundary, 

where Z = ρ*c.  This condition can be used when defining the 

boundary between to fluids of varying density. 
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5. Radiation Boundary Condition 

• This boundary condition is used to define a pressure wave in a given 

direction.  The type of wave can be selected from a menu as a plane, 

cylindrical, or spherical wave. 
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6. Normal Acceleration 

• This boundary condition can be used to couple with a structural 

analysis.  The normal acceleration, an, represents an external source 

term, which can be an input from the structural analysis. 
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7. Axial Symmetry 

• The boundary condition is used to define the axis of symmetry for a 2-

D axis-symmetric model (at r=0). 

8. Continuity 

• This boundary condition states that the conditions on either side of this 

boundary are identical. 
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3.1.2.3 Incompressible Navier-Stokes 

 

 There are also a number of available options for boundary conditions 

within the Incompressible Navier-Stokes application: 

1. Inflow / Outflow Velocity 

• This boundary condition specifies the fluid’s velocity field to simulate 

either an inflow or outflow. 

2. Outflow or Pressure 

• This boundary condition allows the user to define a pressure that can 

either be used to simulate an outlet or couple the pressure to a 

pressure field defined in the adjacent subdomain. 

3. Slip or Symmetry 

• This boundary condition states that the normal component of the 

velocity is zero and that the tangential component of the viscous force, 

K, also goes to zero. 

• n.u = 0 

• t.K = 0 

4. No Slip 

• This boundary condition is normally used for walls, and stipulates that 

the fluid’s velocity equals that of the boundary, which is usually zero. 

• u = 0 

5. Normal Flow or Pressure 

• This boundary condition defines the conditions necessary for a flow 

field that is normal to the specified boundary. 

6. Neutral 

• This boundary condition acts as if there were no boundary condition.  It 

is basically the same thing as the continuity condition for acoustics. 
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3.2 AICF Chamber Multiphysics Modeling Approach 

 

 The following section will describe the multiphysics approach that was 

used to model the AICF chambers using the finite element program FEMLAB™.  

As mentioned in the previous section the application modes that were used 

included the Structural Mechanics, Acoustics, and Fluid Dynamics application 

module.  Within the Structural Mechanics module, the frequency response 

analysis option was selected from the axial symmetry, stress-strain mode.  Within 

the Acoustics module, the time-harmonic option was selected.  And finally within 

the Fluid Dynamics module, the incompressible, steady-state, Navier-Stokes 

mode was used. 
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Piezoelectric ring 
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3.2.1 Geometry 

 

 The 2-D axis-symmetric geometry of the experimental AICF reactor was 

created using the built in CAD tool and is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The 2-D axis-symmetric FEMLAB™ AICF chamber geometry 

 

 The upper and lower reflectors are hollow glass cylinders and are used to 

establish stable boundaries for the acoustic waves.  The distance between them 

and depends on the fluid being used.  In practice, the upper reflector is 

suspended on the surface of the fluid with a small wire, to decouple its structural 

response from that of the chamber wall; however, in the model it is essentially 
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floating on the fluid surface.  Silicone is used to attach the lower reflector to the 

chamber, minimizes the structural coupling, and seals the bottom of the 

chamber.  Epoxy is used to adhere the piezoelectric ring to the outside wall of the 

chamber.    

 

3.2.2 Physics Settings 

 

3.2.2.1 Structural Mechanics 

 

 The first aspect of defining any of the governing physics is to define the 

sub domain, or material, properties.  The material properties that were used for 

AICF chamber modeling are summarized in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: Material properties for structural mechanics modeling (15, 16) 

Component  Young’s Modulus [Pa] Poisson Ratio Density [kg/m3]

Boron Silica Glass 73.1 x 109 0.17 2230 

PZT Piezoelectric 

(Type-5800) 
6 x 1010 0.25 7580 

RTV Silicone 9 x 107 0.485 1040 

Two-part Epoxy 1 x 109 0.3 1215 

 

 The secondary aspect that needs to be defined is the boundary 

conditions.  As per Section 3.1.1.1, the two types of boundary conditions that 

need to be defined for a structural mechanics analysis are the boundary 

constraints and boundary loads.   

 In the experimental setup, the AICF chamber is supported on a stand by 

resting on the lower portion of the piezoelectric ring (PZT).  As the harmonic 

compression of the PZT ring is in radial direction, and there is nothing else 

supporting the chamber, it can therefore be assumed that the chamber can be 

modeled with no constraints.   
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 As for the boundary loads, the only boundary that experiences a force is 

the inside of the chamber wall at the solid-fluid boundary.  The forces exerted on 

the wall are due to the pressure fluctuations in the fluid.  Therefore, the boundary 

load condition on the inside of the chamber walls was set to, 

                                          rr NpF ⋅−=   ,  zz NpF ⋅−=                                       (30) 

where Fr and Fz are the radial and axial forces acting on the chamber wall, p is 

the acoustic pressure, and Nr
 and Nz are the normal vectors.  This condition 

stipulates that the pressure exerted on the inner wall is always normal to that 

wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Boundaries in red are those defined by Eq.(30) 

 

By using the acoustic pressure, p, to define the force acting on the 

chamber wall, the structural mechanics physics were coupled to the acoustics 

physics. 
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3.2.2.2 Acoustics 

 

 The material properties used for the sub domain settings for the Acoustics 

module are listed in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2: Material properties for acoustics modeling (17) 

Component  Speed of Sound [m/s] Fluid Density [kg/m3]

Acetone @ ~20oC (working fluid) 1175 790 

Vapor Pocket (air) 343 1.23 

 

 There are three types of boundary conditions that were used for the 

acoustics modeling.  The first was an axial symmetry condition which is defined 

along the center line from Figure 3.2.  This condition indicates to the finite 

element solver that the 2-D axis-symmetric geometry is revolved around this 

boundary.  The second type of boundary condition used was the sound soft 

condition from Section 3.1.2.2, which states that the pressure at this boundary is 

zero.  This allows for the pressure waves generated in the liquid to reflect back 

into the liquid at that boundary, which is a safe assumption, based on the vast 

differences in liquid/gas density (see Table 3.2).  The final boundary condition 

used was the normal acceleration condition.  This condition is also defined in 

Section 3.1.2.2 and states that the change in pressure at that boundary is 

proportional to an acceleration of that boundary.  In particular, for the AICF 

chamber modeling, the boundary acceleration was defined as the normal 

acceleration of the chamber wall, 
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Where u ’ is the structural radial acceleration, w ’ is the structural axial 

acceleration, and N is the normal vector. 
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Figure 3.4:  From left to right the three types of boundary conditions used for the 

acoustics modeling (indicated in red); axial symmetry, sound soft, and normal 

acceleration 

 

 The normal acceleration boundary condition also serves to couple the 

structural response back to the acoustic response. 
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3.2.2.3 Incompressible Navier-Stokes 

 

The material properties used for the sub domain settings for the 

Incompressible Navier-Stokes module are defined as, 

 

Table 3.3: Material properties for incompressible Navier-Stokes modeling (17) 

Component  Dynamic Viscosity [Pa.s] Fluid Density [kg/m3]

Acetone (working fluid) 3.26 x 10-4 790 

Vapor Pocket 1.7 x 10-5 1.23 

 

 There are four types of boundary conditions that were used for the 

incompressible Navier-Stokes modeling.  The first is the same as the first 

acoustics condition, axial symmetry along the center line.  The second condition 

used was the neutral boundary condition, defined between the liquid and gas sub 

domains.  The third boundary condition that was used along the inside of the 

chamber walls and outside of the reflector walls is the normal flow/pressure 

condition, defined in Section 3.1.2.3.  For this boundary condition an input 

pressure value, po, is defined such that, 

                                      o
T pnuuIpn −=∇+∇+−⋅ )))((( η                                   (32) 

Where η is the dynamic viscosity, p is pressure, u is the velocity field, and I is the 

identity matrix.  The value for po was set equal to –paco, which is the acoustic 

pressure.  This essentially allows the acoustics module to calculate the pressure 

at the boundary, based on the structural acceleration, thus coupling the Navier-

Stokes solution to the acoustics solution.  The final boundary condition, which 

was defined on the inside of the reflectors, was the inflow/outflow velocity 

condition.  This condition allows the user to define the velocity field at the 

specified boundary.  For the AICF modeling approach, the radial and axial 

velocities (uo, vo) were set equal to, 
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so
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=
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where us and ws are the structural radial and axial velocities.  This condition 

dictates to the solver that the velocities experienced at the boundaries in 

question are directly proportional to the velocities caused by the deforming 

structure.  Furthermore, this boundary condition provides coupling between the 

structural mechanics and the Navier-Stokes modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5:  From left to right the four types of boundary conditions used for the 

Navier-Stokes modeling (indicated in red); axial symmetry, neutral, normal 

flow/pressure, and inflow/outflow velocity 

 

Figure 3.6 below shows a summary of how the three types of physics 

used to model the AICF chamber are coupled together, 
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Figure 3.6: Coupling relationship flow chart 

 

3.2.2 Piezoelectric Ring 

 

 The piezoelectric ring is a very important component of the AICF system 

because it provides the mechanical energy input needed to create the strong 

pressure fluctuations for bubble expansion and implosion.  Piezoelectricity is a 

reversible effect exhibited by certain crystals which generates a voltage in 

response to a compression, or conversely compresses in the presence of an 

applied voltage.  The acronym PZT is short for Lead (Pb)-Zirconate-Titanate, 

which are the materials that make up the piezoelectric ring being used for the 

AICF experiments (Navy Type-5800).  It was decided that the PZT would be 

modeled as a vibrating solid, despite the capability of modeling the PZT ring with 

an available electromagnetics module.  This greatly simplified the modeling 

process.  The PZT ring, with the material properties given in Table 3.1, was 

defined as having a body force of magnitude Fx, in the radial direction.  Since the 

solid was created in the frequency response domain, Fx varied with frequency, 

thus establishing the necessary harmonic driving force for the fluid-structure 

interactions.   
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3.3 Experimental Setup 

 

 In order to validate the results of the finite element analysis it was 

determined that a series of experiments would be necessary to benchmark the 

results against.  The end solution of interest from the finite element analysis was 

the acoustic pressure response in the liquid therefore, a series of experiments 

were devised to map the pressure profile in the liquid based on given power input 

to the PZT ring.   

 Since it was decided not to model the electromagnetics of the PZT ring a 

series of experiments were also performed to measure the power input to the 

PZT ring as a function of frequency.  The reason for these tests is, by leaving out 

the electromagnetics, the electrical resonances of the system would also be left 

out of the model.  The total resonance of the real system is in fact a combination 

of the mechanical and electrical resonances. 

 

3.3.1 Pressure Mapping Experimental Setup 

 

 A series of pressure mapping experiments were performed to benchmark 

the numerical results from FEMLAB™ with experimental data and to characterize 

the system resonances.  The experiments were carried out by taking pressure 

measurements incrementally along the vertical central axis of the AICF chamber.   
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 The equipment included a PCB S113A26 pressure transducer, a PCB 

482A21 ICP Sensor Signal Conditioner, a Bogen Gold Seal Series 250 Amplifier, 

an Agilent 33120A Waveform Generator, and an Agilent 54624A Oscilloscope.  

In order to facilitate accurate incremental changes in height, the chamber, which 

was resting on a stand, was mounted to the work table of a drill press (with the 

drill removed).  The work table was raised and lowered with a hand crank.  For 

accuracy a laser tape measure was mounted to the chamber stand and a ruler 

was attached to a ring stand that was used to fix the pressure transducer in 

place.  Therefore, as the crank was turned the pressure transducer and ruler 

remained fixed and the chamber moved up and down relative to them, facilitating 

incremental height measurements.   

 The experimental AICF chambers were cylindrical with approximately 

hemispherical tops and bottoms.  The bottom hemispherical portion and the 

cylindrical portion of the chamber are all one piece, with the top being attached 

with silicone.  In order to facilitate the use of the pressure transducer, the top of 

the chamber was removed for the pressure mapping tests.  Additionally, the top 

reflector, which is attached to the top part of the chamber with fishing line, was 

also removed.  This created two conditions which varied from the typical 

experimental setup, the ability to to decrease the pressure of the air above the 

liquid to vacuum pressures and the lack of the boundary created by the top 

reflector.  Experimentally, the vacuum is created to de-gas the liquid prior to 

experimentation, removing as much of the entrained gases as possible.  The 

more entrained gases there are the more difficult it is to create the extremely 

intense bubble implosions necessary for AICF (1).  In addition, the more de-

gassed a liquid is, the more it can be tensioned.  Therefore, because the liquid 

being used for the pressure mapping tests can not be de-gassed, the liquid can 

not be tensioned very far and only low drive voltages can be used for the PZT 

ring.  Drive voltages higher than approximately 5 or 6 volts resulted in spurious 

cavitations at the resonant frequency.  When cavitations occurred the pressure 

transducer data would vary considerably and thus not be useful.  This may be an 
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important factor because the fluid-structure interaction may experience some 

non-linear effects at higher drive voltages.  At the low drive voltages necessary to 

avoid cavitations, the response is essentially linear.   

The other factor that differs between the pressure mapping tests and the 

normal experiments is the lack of the top reflector which means that the 

boundary conditions (where the reflector normally rests) between both tests will 

be different.  In order to try to eliminate this as a variable, two different top 

reflectors were made that had holes in the middle to allow the pressure 

transducer to pass through.  The difference between the two reflectors is the 

diameter of the hole the middle.  Since the normal top reflector does not have a 

hole, an idea was formulated to plot the pressure response for the same input 

conditions for a case with no reflector (i.e. hole diameter equal to infinity),a 

reflector with a small hole, and a reflector with a larger hole.  This would give 

three points on a plot for which a trend line could be plotted and the result for a 

hole size equal to zero (i.e. the normal reflector) could be extrapolated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Block diagram of pressure mapping experimental setup 
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Initially this experiment was controlled by moving the pressure transducer 

to the desired depth, setting the voltage and frequency to the PZT ring on the 

waveform generator, and then recording the resultant pressure response on the 

oscilloscope.  This however was a tedious process as a typical test might have 

consisted of twenty height steps, and around 40 frequency measurements at 

each step.   

A computer program was therefore devised to automate the process with 

the hard work of Jeffery Webster and Peter Shaw, using the program Labview™. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Screen shot of Labview™ program developed to automate pressure 

mapping tests 

 

The program allowed the user to input the starting and stopping frequencies, in 

addition to the frequency step size and time delay between each step, and the 

drive voltage.  This program interfaced with the waveform generator to control 

the experiment and subsequently record the pressure data to an Excel 

spreadsheet for easy analysis. 
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3.3.2 Power Measuring Experimental Setup 

 

 The power measurement experiments were performed to characterize the 

electrical resonance of the circuit.  The end result of these tests was the power 

delivered to the PZT ring as a function of frequency.  In order to get accurate 

power measurements a Valhalla Scientific Inc. 2101 Digital Power Analyzer was 

used.  The Valhalla 2101 was wired into the circuit as shown below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9:  Block diagram for power measurement experiments 

 

 Since it was not necessary to use the pressure transducer for these tests, 

the top portion of the chamber was attached to the bottom part of the chamber 

and a vacuum was pulled so that the liquid would de-gas.  This allowed for drive 

voltages as high as those used during AICF tests (~200 V, 40 W) without the 

disturbance caused by cavitations.   

 

3.3.3 AICF Experiments 

 

 In addition to the above work, a series of AICF tests were performed to 

provide supportive data for the phenomena.  The results are detailed in the two 

attached publications in Appendix B, and are not discussed further in this 

document. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 
 

4.1 AICF Multiphysics Chamber Modeling 

 

 Using the finite element platform of FEMLAB™, a series of models were 

created to simulate the acoustic pressure response from fluid-structure 

interactions, generated from the harmonic forces.  The nominal experimental 

AICF chamber had the PZT ring oriented towards the bottom of the chamber.  

The main reason for this configuration was so the center of the chamber, where 

the majority of the bubble implosions occurred, was clearly visible.  Additionally, 

this configuration allows for more direct placement of the photo multiplier tube 

(PMT) which was used to record the sonoluminescent flashes generated in the 

collapsing bubbles; however, since the placement of the PZT ring is not 

symmetric with respect to the top and bottom reflectors, the resulting pressure 

field is also not symmetric.  It was therefore decided to both model and create an 

AICF chamber in which the PZT ring was placed directly in between the top and 

bottom reflectors, to allow for symmetry of the pressure field and simplification of 

the analysis. 
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Figure 4.1: Nominal and pressure mapping chamber designs 

 

 The goal of this analysis was to create a chamber model capable of 

reproducing experimentally documented pressure fields.  Due to the symmetrical 

nature of the chosen design, it was intuitively known that the largest pressure 

fluctuations would be at the center of the chamber (the highest point of pressure 

fluctuation is called the anti-node).  The largest pressure fluctuation would also 

occur at the first system resonant frequency.  It is at this frequency that the 

deformation of the structure is the greatest, resulting in the maximum amount of 

mechanical energy being converted to acoustic energy, and thus the highest 

pressures.  The symmetrical nature also simplified the pressure mapping tests.  

Knowing that the highest pressure would occur at the center of the chamber, the 

pressure transducer could be placed there and the frequency could be rapidly 

swept to find the highest value, and thus the resonant frequency. 
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4.1.1 Chamber Modeling Progression 

 

 Initially it was anticipated that the entire fluid-structure interaction could be 

modeled by using FEMLAB’s™ Structural Mechanics and Acoustics modules.  

The preliminary model, Chamber1, was created using the material properties in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 and the geometry from Figure 3.2.  It was however unsure 

what value to use for the driving force of the PZT ring.  Since a linear solver was 

being used, the value of the driving force would have no effect on the frequency 

response and mode shapes of the acoustics.  The value of the driving force 

(measured in Newtons) would only affect the magnitude of the pressure nodes.  

The following results were achieved for a model with the above conditions and a 

driving force of 1 x 107 N, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Results for Chamber1.  The far left picture shows the pressure field at 

the resonant frequency of 16.7 kHz, the center plot shows the response at the 

third mode at 25 kHz, and the plot on the right shows the pressure as a function 

of frequency for a point located at the center of the chamber, on the central axis. 

 

 In order to determine whether these results were valid (without having 

compared them to the pressure mapping data) the theoretical response also 

needed to be determined.  The harmonic compression caused by the PZT ring 

creates pressure waves in the liquid.  These compression waves are reflected by 
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the top and bottom reflectors and, for a continuous oscillating input, form a 

standing wave between the reflectors.  Due to the cylindrical geometry of the 

chamber there are two types of modes present, radial and axial.  The first mode 

of a longitudinal wave, also known as the resonant mode, has one anti-node, the 

second mode has two anti-nodes, and the third mode has three, and so on (32).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Various mode shapes for longitudinal waves 

 

For a three dimensional wave, the frequency of a particular mode is 

defined by, 
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Where c is the speed of sound, m, n, and p are the mode numbers, and L is a 

length.  Looking at a simplified one-dimensional case, the frequency, f, can be 

defined as, 

                                                       
L
mcf

π2
=                                                     (35) 

Since the geometry of the current AICF chamber is cylindrical (height to width 

ratio is around 4), the lower frequency axial mode ends up being the first mode of 

the system, and thus the resonant mode. 

Therefore, the resonant mode of the system should look similar to the first 

axial mode, and have pressure nodes at the top and bottom reflectors and a 

single pressure anti-node at the center of the chamber as in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the first radial mode, which should also be the 

resonant mode, of the system 

 

 As mentioned previously, the resonant mode will generate the highest 

amplitudes with subsequent modes being of a lower value, due to losses such as 

structural and fluid damping.  Looking now at the results from Figure 4.2, the first 

axial mode occurs at 16.7 kHz, the second axial mode occurs at 22 kHz, and a 

third mode which is a combination of an axial and a radial mode occurs at 25 

kHz; When looking at the pressure versus frequency plot for the center of the 

chamber, the third mode exhibits the highest pressure fluctuation.  This indicates 

based on the theory above, that the results were not correctly predicting the 

pressure response; however, the solutions for the various mode shapes did 

appear to be in line with theory.   
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 Chamber1 lacks the proper definition of three components, one or more of 

which was most likely causing the discrepancy between the theory and the 

results.  Those three components were the structural damping, fluid damping, 

and the characterization of the electrical resonance of the system.   The electrical 

resonance of the system was characterized by performing a number of 

experiments (see Section 4.2.1). 

 

4.1.1.1 Determination of Structural Damping Parameters 

 

Structural damping, modeled using the Rayleigh damping approach from Section 

3.1.1.1.2, was controlled by the mass and stiffness damping coefficients, αdM and 

βdK.  In order to determine a reasonable set of damping parameters a couple of 

simple parametric tests were performed.  To determine the mass damping 

coefficient, the model Chamber1 was setup to be solved solely for the response 

at the resonant frequency.  The αdM parameter was then made a variable and 

using the parametric solver, the model was solved for αdM values in the range of 

0.0001 to 100, over a number of incremental steps.  The solution was however 

invariant over the specified range, so a value of αdM = 1 was used on all 

subsequent models.  To determine the stiffness damping parameter, a series of 

iterative models were used to generate solutions.  The values analyzed for βdK 

ranged from undamped (βdK = 0) to 1 x 10-7.  It was found that for values greater 

than 1 x 10-7 the solution began to be overdamped, as the peaks of the resonant 

modes began to become very broad.  
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Material Damping - Comparison for Various Beta_dK Values
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of solutions for various stiffness damping parameter 

values 

 

 It was determined that the most appropriate value to use for the stiffness 

damping parameter was βdK = 5 x 10-8.  There were two reasons for this 

selection.  The first reason was that for smaller βdK values the peaks began to 

become large in amplitude.  The solutions generated for Figure 4.5 were done in 

100 Hz steps.  However, when the peaks were resolved at much smaller steps, it 

became clear that for βdK < ~5 x 10-8
 the peaks became nearly asymptotic (and 

thus unrealistic).  The second reason was that, based on concurrent pressure 

mapping tests, the relative ratio of the height of the peaks to the rest of the 

pressure data was most closely matched for βdK = 5 x 10-8
 (pressure mapping 

results in Section 4.1.2).  Additionally, the Q value, which is the ratio of the 

frequency width of a resonant peak, to the full-width half-max value also began to 

become unbounded (Q > 1000).  Depending on how well the peak was resolved 

also led to higher Q values, further supporting the selection of βdK = 5 x 10-8
. 
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4.1.1.2 Determination of Fluid Damping Parameters 

 

Fluid damping (viscosity) was altogether not included in the Chamber1 model.  

The reason for this is that the physics controlling the fluid, Acoustics, was 

modeled via the Helmholtz equation, Eq.(27).  This particular equation is an un-

damped, frequency domain solution to the wave equation.  Because there was 

no simple way of adding viscosity modeling to the acoustics analysis it was 

decided to incorporate the Incompressible Navier-Stokes fluid dynamics module.  

The Navier-Stokes module, as described in Section 3.1.1.3, utilizes the Navier-

Stokes equations for fluid flow, in which the losses due to viscosity are included; 

however, since the Navier-Stokes fluid flow equation is time dependant, it can not 

be used solely in conjunction with the structural mechanics frequency response 

analysis.  Therefore, the acoustics analysis had to be used in conjunction with 

the Navier-Stokes analysis to improve the modeling response of the fluid.   

 In order to determine the best way of incorporating the Navier-Stokes and 

acoustics analyses, a second model, Chamber2, was created.  The first version 

of this model consisted of a simple closed cylinder completely filled with a liquid 

(acetone), with a PZT ring attached.  This symmetric geometry and forcing would 

produce results most consistent with those from theory (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) and 

would therefore be a good starting point to incorporating the new physics.  Using 

the property values from Table 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, results were produced showing 

a comparison to using the three types of physics, as opposed to simply using 

acoustics and structural mechanics alone.  As for the boundary conditions the 

normal acceleration condition was used for the acoustic-structural boundaries, 

and the normal pressure condition was used for the Navier-Stokes-structural 

boundaries.  All other boundary conditions were as described in the Figure 3.6 

flowchart.  The force input was set at an arbitrary value and the resulting 

pressure values were normalized to allow for comparison of pressure response 

and mode shapes. 
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Fluid Structure 
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Chamber2 - Comparison of Results for a fluid cylinder with and 
without Navier-Stokes (viscosity) being modeled
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Figure 4.6: Multiphysics model Chamber2 geometry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Model Chamber2 results comparison for cases with and without fluid 

damping 
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Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of results with and without fluid 

damping.  As expected, when viscosity is added to the model, the higher modes 

(2 and 3) dampen out, leaving the first mode (the resonant mode) with the 

highest pressure amplitude. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Chamber2 mode shape results at 17.7 kHz, 21 kHz, and 26.9 kHz 

respectively. 

 

The mode shapes, produced from the acoustics solution as shown above in 

Figure 4.8, also indicate realistic results. 

 In order to determine the correct setup for a full AICF model, a series of 

intermediate models were create to determine the correct settings in a step-by-

step fashion for the various components of the chamber.  The additional 

components that needed to be added to the model Chamber2 to get to the full 

chamber model included the vapor gap, the top and bottom reflectors, and the 

addition of the silicone and epoxy, as well as the corrected chamber geometry.   
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Addition of Vapor Gap - Comparison of two Acoustics 
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Figure 4.9: Pressure response for the addition of vapor gap and mode shape at 

resonant frequency (17.3 kHz) 

 

As seen above, two solutions were generated for different acoustic 

boundary conditions at the liquid/gas interface.  There was little difference 

between the continuity and sound soft boundary conditions.  The sound soft 

condition was however chosen to be used in future models. 
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Addtion of Top Reflector and Vapor Gap - 
Comparison of Navier-Stokes Boundary 

Conditions
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Figure 4.10: Pressure response for the addition of vapor gap and top piston and 

as mode shape at resonant frequency (17.3 kHz) 

 

 The next component added to the model was the top reflector.  Utilizing 

the inflow/outflow velocity boundary condition on the inside of the reflector and 

the normal pressure condition for the rest of the Navier-Stokes/structural 

mechanics boundaries produced more consistent results.  The difference 

between the two results is slight, but the inflow/outflow velocity condition resulted 

in a greater difference between the two peaks which was more consistent with 

the concurrent experiments.  Therefore, the inflow/outflow velocity condition was 

chosen to govern the dynamics inside the reflectors.  All other boundary 

conditions remained the same. 
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Addition of Both Reflectors and Vapor Gap - Comparison 
of Navier-Stokes Boundary Conditions
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Figure 4.11: Pressure response for the addition of vapor gap and both reflectors 

and mode shape at resonant frequency (18.0 kHz) 

 

 After the addition of the top reflector, the bottom reflector was added.  

Again, following the same results as though presented in Figure 4.10, the best 

results were achieved when the boundaries inside of the reflectors utilized the 

inflow/outflow velocity condition (higher mode is more damped in comparison to 

the first mode).  The differences between the two boundary conditions used was, 

however, much more distinct in this case, lending further credibility to the 

selection of the inflow/outflow velocity condition. 
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Addition of AICF Geometry, Epoxy, Silicone, Both 
Reflectors, and Vapor Gap
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Figure 4.12: Pressure response for the addition of the AICF chamber geometry, 

epoxy, silicone, both reflectors, and the vapor gap.  The mode shape at the 

resonant frequency (17.3 kHz) is plotted on the left. 

 

 The final components were then added to the model, including the AICF 

chamber geometry, the epoxy attaching the PZT ring to the chamber wall, and 

the silicone used to attach the bottom reflector and seal the chamber.  The 

pressure response was normalized from to values from zero to one. 
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Final AICF Pressure Response Results for a Constant Force 
of ~2.6e7 N
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Figure 4.13: Final pressure response results 

 

 Finally, the pressure response was adjusted so that the max pressure was 

equal to the experimentally observed value of 15 bars.  In order to achieve this, a 

constant force of ~2.6 x 107 N was used.  This value would later be used to 

determine a coupling factor in order to determine an accurate PZT ring force.  

Note that two potentially important factors were left out of this modeling, the 

physics of the piezoelectric ring, and the reflector-vacuum coupling.  During the 

nominal AICF tests, the reflectors are linked together via a silicone tube.  The air 

within the reflectors is also open to the remaining air above the liquid, which is 

taken to vacuum pressures during tests.  Due to the nature of the 2-D axis-

symmetric model it was not possible for this to be modeled. 
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4.2 Experimental Benchmarking Results 

 

4.2.1 Electrical Resonance Characterization 

 

In order to characterize the electrical resonance of the experimental system a 

number of tests were performed to measure the power delivered to the PZT ring 

as a function of frequency.  This is an important test to perform because every 

electric circuit has a resonant frequency, analogous to any mechanical system, 

and the combination of the two dictate the overall system resonance.  For an AC 

circuit, the voltage V and current I can be describe as, 

                                                 
)sin(

)sin(
ϕω

ω
−=

=
tII
tVV

m

m                                                (34) 

Where Vm and Im are the max voltage and current values, ω, is the angular 

frequency, and φ is the phase angle between the current and the voltage (29).  

The average power of an AC circuit for the instantaneous values of the voltage 

and current is, 

                                                     ϕcosVIPavg =                                                 (35) 

Therefore, for a phase angle of 0o the power is at a maximum and for a phase 

angle of 90o the power is a minimum. 

 In order to get accurate measurements of the power being delivered to the 

PZT ring, a Valhalla Scientific 2101 Digital Power Analyzer was used, per 

Section 3.3.2. 
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True Power Delivered to the PZT Ring for 
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Figure 4.14: Experimental power data, characterizing the electrical resonance of 

the system 

 

 As seen in Figure 4.14 there are two strong electric resonances where the 

phase angles between the voltage and current are small (at around 16.8 kHz and 

18.2 kHz).  It should be noted that the manufacturer specifies that the 2101 is 

accurate to within ±1% up to 20 kHz, but looses accuracy at a rate of ±1% per 10 

kHz thereafter.   

 In order to incorporate the electrical resonance characterization of the 

system into the multiphysics analysis, it was necessary to convert power as a 

function of frequency into force as a function of frequency.  This is necessary 

because FEMLAB™ requires a force function input for the PZT ring.  Force is 

equivalent to power divided by velocity, where the velocity in question is that of 

the PZT ring.   
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4.2.1.1 Coupling Factor k 

 

 To account for the lack of coupled fluid-structural interaction together with 

electromagnetics feedback, a coupling factor, k, was introduced.  By using this 

coupling factor it was possible to arrive at the experimentally observed peak 

pressure fluctuations at the system resonance.  This was determined for a known 

electrical power input.  The value for the coupling factor determined to generate 

the experimentally observed values was k ~ 1 x 107.  Therefore, and input value 

of 1 x107 N in the multiphysics model would yield a pressure of about 15 bars, at 

the resonant frequency of the nominal AICF chamber design. 

  

4.2.2 Pressure Mapping Experiments 

 

 The first set of pressure mapping benchmark tests consisted of using an 

acoustic chamber with the PZT ring centered in between the two reflectors, as in 

Figure 4.1.  The top reflector used was specifically designed to have a hole just 

large enough for the pressure transducer to pass through (about 7mm).  The 

tests were set up per Section 3.3.1 and pressure measurements were recorded 

at 5mm increments from the top bottom reflector to the bottom of the top 

reflector.  At each height increment pressure values were taken at 100 Hz steps, 

in a range from 16 kHz to 28 kHz, for a total of 3025 measurements.  The PZT 

ring was driven at 4 V, which was the maximum drive voltage possible without 

the fluid cavitating.  Even though the AICF tests were run at around 200 V, the 

mode shapes and frequency response of the pressure mapping tests remained 

similar (the amplitudes being different).  The figures below show the results for 

the pressure response taken at the center of the chamber over the entire 

frequency range.  The entire pressure map, plotted in three dimensions, is also 

shown below.  Additionally, analogous plots from the multiphysics simulation are 

presented for comparison. 
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Test-22: Pressure Response at Center of Chamber
Driving Voltage = 4 V
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Figure 4.17: Pressure response at the center of the chamber for a 4 V input 

(transducer calibration is 10 mV/psi) 
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Normalized Peak-to-Peak Pressure Results from FEMLAB 
compared to Experimental Results
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of normalized peak-to-peak pressure with experimental 

data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Comparison of computed pressure response for various speeds of 

sound for Acetone versus the experimental data 
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Figure 4.20: Experimental 3-D pressure map for a 4 V input 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.21: Numerical results of pressure map 
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Clear similarities exist between Figures 4.20 and 4.21.  The resonant 

mode, with the large pressure peak in the center, is present in both figures at 

around 17-18 kHz.  The second mode, with two distinct peaks, is present in both 

figures at around 21-22 kHz.  Also the third mode, exhibiting four peaks (the two 

middle peaks from the numerical results are lumped together), is present in the 

25-26 kHz range for both. 

  

4.2.3 Benchmarking Against Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute AICF Chamber 

Study 

 

 In order to further validate the multiphysics modeling approach used an 

additional comparative benchmark analysis was performed.  A group from the 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) (consisting of S. Cancelos, F. J. Moraga, 

R. T. Lahey, Jr., and P. Bouchilloux from the Magsoft Corporation) conducted 

similar research which was published in a paper entitled “The Design of Acoustic 

Chambers for Bubble Dynamics Research” (8).  Their research followed the 

same basic path as that of this research in which a finite element method (FEM) 

program was used to create a chamber model suitable for AICF research.  

Cancelos et al. additionally performed a benchmark analysis using an acoustic 

chamber that was built based on their numerical results.  The FEM code that they 

used was ATILA™, which solved for fluid/structure interaction, acoustics, and the 

physics of the piezoelectric materials.  A comparison for this study would allow 

for FEM to FEM comparisons, as well as another FEMLAB™ to experimental 

benchmark 

 A new model was created within FEMLAB™ using the multiphysics 

modeling approach developed for this research.  The material properties and 

dimensions were obtained from the Cancelos et al paper.   
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Figure 4.22: Chamber geometry for the FEMLAB™ RPI chamber model 

 

 The main difference between the two modeling approaches used was that 

the RPI group modeled the physics of the piezoelectric ring, whereas for this 

research the PZT ring was modeled as a solid oscillating with a given force.  

Using an input force of 1 x 107 N (coupling factor k), and the same structural 

damping parameters as is the previous analysis, the following results were 

produced for a point at the center of the chamber, 
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Pressure Response at the Center of the Chamber
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Figure 4.23: Pressure response for a FEMLAB™ version of the RPI acoustics 

chamber 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24: FEMLAB™ RPI chamber at resonant frequency of 12.5 kHz 
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 Figure 4.25 shows the mode shape results for the resonant frequency, 

found at 12.5 kHz, and Figure 4.24 shows the pressure response over the 

desired frequency range.  Aside from the frequency of the resonant mode, the Q-

value of the FEMLAB™ results was calculated and compared to the RPI results.  

The Q-value is a factor which describes how ‘resonant’ a chamber is; the greater 

the value the sharper the peak and higher the amplitude.  It is defined as the 

frequency at the peak divided by the frequency shift at the amplitude that is half 

of that at the peak.  The FEMLAB™ results were calculated based on the data 

from Figure 4.23. 

 The table below summarizes the comparison between the ATILA™ and 

FEMLAB™ models, and the RPI experimental data. 

 

Table 4.1: Results summary for FEMLAB™ and ATILLA™ RPI chamber models 

Method  Resonant Frequency [kHz] Q-value 

FEMLAB™ 12.52 113 

ATILA™ 12.678 140 

RPI Experiments 12.814 127 

 

 The conclusion was that the multiphysics approach for AICF chamber 

modeling that was developed, appears to match with reasonable accuracy to that 

of an external research group.  In fact this comparison was even slightly more 

accurate than that of the AICF comparison from the previous sections.  Some of 

the possible reasons for this increased accuracy were that the RPI design was, in 

a few respects, a more simple design than the AICF chamber.  The boundary 

conditions were more simple (no liquid/gas boundary), the reflectors were closed 

cavities that did not interact with one another like in the AICF chamber, and the 

top reflector is fixed for the RPI design (floating on liquid surface in AICF design 

and able to move side to side).  Additionally the FEMLAB™ model could be 

slightly over-damped, which might account for the discrepancy in Q-values. 
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CHAPTER 5: PRECONCEPTUAL AICF REACTOR DESIGN 

 
 
 

 Upon completion of a benchmarked, multiphysics AICF chamber analysis, 

a preconceptual reactor design was performed.  The goal was to get a first look 

at what a 1 kW, 150 kW, 500 kW, and 1 MW AICF reactor might look like, and 

discuss some of the issues related to real reactors of those power levels.  

Designs were completed at various power levels for three reactions, D-D, D-T, 

and D-3He. 

 
 
 

5.1 Design Approach 

 

 The approach followed for the reactor design was as follows: 

 

1) Determine the energy released per fusion reaction, based on the reactants 

chosen 

2) Estimate the radius, Rc, of an imploded bubble core at maximum 

compression 

3) Estimate the confinement, or reaction, time Δt 

4) Based on an estimated fusion-reactant density ρ and a given, velocity 

weighted reaction cross section, <σv>, determine the number of neutrons 

(for D-D and D-T) or protons (D-3He) produced per bubble implosion 

5) Determine the energy release per bubble implosion 

6) Estimate the number of bubbles produced per second, compressed 

intensely enough for neutron (for D-D and D-T) or proton (D-3He) 

production 
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7) Calculate the amount of fusion neutron (or proton) energy produced per 

second 

8) Determine the ‘sensitive volume’, within which the acoustic pressure 

fluctuations will be sufficient for bubble implosion 

9) Determine a value for a constant neutron density which can be used as a 

scaling parameter 

10)  Size the sensitive volume necessary for 1 kW, 150 kW, 500 kW, and 1 

MW power production 

11)  Based on the previously benchmarked AICF chamber design, determine 

the necessary scaled sized of the chamber at each of the power levels 

 

 Estimates for needed values were summarized in the 2004 Proceedings of 

the Japan/US Seminar on Two-phase Flow Dynamics, Volume 2, paper entitled, 

“Bubble Nuclear Fusion Technology – Status and Challenges”, by Rusi P. 

Taleyarkhan, Richard T. Lahey Jr., and Robert I. Nigmatulin (9).  These values 

are summarized below in Table 5.1, 

 

Table 5.1: Values used for AICF reactor design (9) 

Variable  Value 

Fusion Reactant Density 104 kg/m3 

Concentration of D-ions 0.5 x 1030 D/m3 

Weighted Cross-section 4.5 x 10-25 m3/s 

Bubble core temperature 108 K 

Compressed Bubble Core Radius 50 nm 

Confinement Time 0.5 ps 

 

 The energy released per reaction is given in Equations (1), (2), and (3) 

and are reprinted below, 
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 The compressed bubble core radius Rc is estimated to have an average 

value of 50 nm, giving a compressed core volume of about Vc = 5 x 10-22 m3.  

The estimated confinement time based on the sources cited above is Δt ~ 0.5 ps.  

Following the analysis of Taleyarkhan et al. and using a well known neutron 

kinetics equation (3), the neutron production rate for a particular reaction is 

estimated by, 

                                                 ( ) vn
dt

dn
j

j σ2'''
'''

2
1

=                                               (36) 

Where nj’’’ is the concentration of entity-j (where j = D, ion/m3; j = n, neutrons/m3, 

for D-D fusion), and <σv> is the weighted cross section.  The production of 

neutrons (or protons) per implosion is determined by, 

                                          dVdt
dt

dn
n

bubbleV

n

implosiont
n ∫∫=

_

'''

_

                                       (37) 

The solution to this integral can be estimated by using the Mean Value Theorem 

resulting in, 

                                                 ( ) tRvnn cDn Δ22'''~ σ                                             (38) 

The neutron energy released per implosion is then, 

 

                             Ei = Neutron Energy (for given reaction, X-X) * nn                         

                                            = (En)X-X * nn                                                                              (39) 

 

In order to determine the number of neutrons produced per second, it first must 

be known how many bubbles, capable of generating neutrons, are produced per 

second, nb,  
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              nb =  [# of Bubble Clusters/s] * [# of Bubbles/Cluster] * [Cycles]         (40) 

 

It was found from the experiments of Taleyarkhan et al. (33), that it is not bubbles 

that are formed in the AICF chambers, but in fact tightly-packed clusters of 

bubbles.  It was estimated that each cluster was comprised of about 1000 

bubbles and that within each cluster there coalesced about 20 bubbles that were 

large enough to implode with the intensity necessary for fusion.  Additionally it 

was estimated that each cluster underwent about 60 cycles before being 

dissolved back into the fluid, and from experimental work, about 50 clusters were 

formed per second.  Inserting the above values into Eq.(40) yields nb = 24,000 

neutron producing bubbles per second.  The number of fusion neutrons produced 

per second is, 

                                                       bnf nnn ⋅=                                                   (41) 

From this value the amount of neutron fusion energy produced per second if 

given as, 

                                                   ( ) fXXnf nEE ⋅= −                                              (42) 

 

5.1.1 Determination of Sensitive Volume 

 

 In order to develop a scaling factor to design AICF power reactors based 

on the benchmarked multiphysics FEM analysis, a percentage of the total liquid 

volume was defined as the ‘sensitive volume’.  This was defined as the 

approximate volume of the fluid, in which there was an acoustic pressure 

fluctuation of at least 7 bars.  This pressure value is around the nucleation 

threshold for acetone, thus at pressures greater than or equal to 7 bars neutron 

producing bubbles will form.  
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Figure 5.1: Definition of sensitive region, in which bubble cluster formation is 

most likely to occur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Sensitive, neutron producing region, within the fluid with indicated 

isobar lines 
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Assuming the isobars are spherical, the area indicated in Figure 5.2 of 

greater than or equal to 7 bars was calculated to be around 13% of the total 

volume (where V = (4/3)*pi*r^3, and r is determined from Figure 5.2).  In order to 

determine a scaling parameter, the desired power level is divided by this volume 

to determine a series of power densities (summarized in Table 5.3 below)  

Designing the reactors consisted of using the same geometry as the 

benchmarked AICF design, determining the desired power output, and using a 

power density value to determine the scaled chamber size.   

 

5.1.2 Trends and Assumptions  

 

 Using the approach described above, a series of reactor designs were 

created.  Predicting how a newly developed concept can turn into a reality can be 

a very difficult proposition.  Despite this, a trend was discovered during AICF 

testing that suggested at the possibility of being able to scale the design.  What 

was discovered was that by increasing the amplitude of the acoustic pressure 

fluctuations driving the expansion and collapse of the bubbles, a significant 

increase in fusion neutron production was recorded (1, 2).   The cavitation 

threshold for deuterated acetone is around 7 bars.  At this threshold the neutron 

production rate, filtered from the background, was around 102 n/s.  By increasing 

the drive amplitude such that the maximum obtained pressure fluctuation was 

doubled to15 bars, the neutron production rate climbed by nearly 4 orders of 

magnitude to 105 – 106 n/s.  The reason that is believed to have caused such a 

significant increase is that the reaction cross-section for D-D fusion increases by 

nearly 4 orders of magnitude from 107 to 108 K 

 This experimentally observed trend was then used as the basis for further 

scaling and preconceptual reactor design.  The assumption was that for every 

doubling in maximum acoustic pressure, the number of fusion neutrons produced 

would increase by 3 orders of magnitude.  The trend line is illustrated in Figure 

5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Experimentally determined neutron production trend used for 

preconceptual reactor design 

 

 Two different types of reactors were designed, both at various power 

levels, one being a ‘breakeven’ design and the other being a ‘Q = 100’ design.  

The value Q, known as the energy gain, is simple ratio of the fusion power 

produced by the reactor, divided by the power input to the reactor, 

                                                    
in

out

Power
Power

Q =                                                   (43) 

A breakeven design is one in which the power out equals the power in.  This is a 

very useful design for many scientific studies (including plasma physics, 

cosmology, and material research, etc.), as well as being the first step to a 

commercial reactor.  The second design is what is sometimes called engineering 
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breakeven.  The Q = 100 design generates 100 times more energy than is used 

to generate that energy.  Even still, it is believed that it will take around a Q value 

of 100 to compensate for all of the other supporting hardware inefficiencies 

necessary to run such reactors. 

 Another assumption was made based on the trend in Figure 5.4.  The 

second trend, shown in Figure 5.5, was that the bubble core temperature (in keV) 

also doubles in value for every doubling of maximum acoustic pressure.  This 

assumption was important so that realistic cross-sections could be determined 

based on the acoustic pressure.  These cross-section values were then used to 

calculate the neutron production rate per bubble, nn.  The resulting trend is 

shown below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Assumed doubling trend for bubble core temperature 

  

 The third assumption that was made was that the bubble density ρb 

remained the same, regardless of the power level.  The bubble density was 

defined as ρb = nb/Vs, where nb was the number of neutron producing bubbles 

formed per second and, Vs, was the sensitive volume.  This value was calculated 

to be 2.17 x 1010 bubble/m3*s from the values in Table 5.1.   
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Power Production Requirements for Breakeven and Q = 100
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Table 5.2: Summary of Assumptions used 

Assumption  Value 

Neutron production to Paco doubling trend Figure 5.3 

Bubble core temperature to Paco doubling trend Same trend as Figure 5.3

 
 
 

5.2 Reactor Sizing for D-D Reactions 

 

 Using the design approach and the assumptions developed in Section 5.1, 

the requirements for breakeven and Q = 100 reactors were developed, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Neutron production rates necessary for breakeven and Q = 100 

reactors at various power levels (for D-D reaction) 

 

From these values a series of power density levels, based on the 

assumption of constant neutron producing bubble density, were generated and 

are listed below, 
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Table 5.3: Power Density based on Reaction Output 

Reaction Output Power Density [W/m^3] 

  Identifier Value 

Breakeven 1 W Psv1 1.94 x 104 

 1 kW Psv2 1.94 x 107 

 150 kW Psv3 2.87 x 109 

 500 kW Psv4 9.56 x 109 

 1 MW Psv5 1.94 x 1010 

Q = 100 1 W Psv6 1.94 x 106 

 1 kW Psv7 1.94 x 109 

 150 kW Psv8 2.87 x 1011 

 500 kW Psv9 9.56 x 1011 

 1 MW Psv10 1.94 x 1012 

 

 As this analysis was done for a preconceptual design, it was decided that 

only to use the two most conservative power density values, summarized below, 

 

Table 5.4: Conservative values of Power Density used for Design 

Reaction Power Density [W/m^3] 

Breakeven – 1 W 1.94 x 104 

Breakeven – 1 kW 1.94 x 107 

Q =100 – 1 W 1.94 x 106 

Q = 100 – 1 kW 1.94 x 109 

 

The values in Table 5.4 were considered the most conservative of the values 

from Table 5.3, as they required the lowest values for maximum acoustic 

pressure.  This approach would be useful for future conceptual reactor designs 

studies as the values needed for maximum acoustic pressure would be most 

feasible in the near term.  
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Reactor Volume for Power Density = Psv1
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5.2.1 Reactor Design for a 1 W Breakeven Power Density Level 

 

 The first reactor design utilized the most conservative value for power 

density, Psv1, that of a 1 W breakeven reaction.  Since the neutron producing 

bubble density is based on the AICF chamber from Chapter 4, for the same 

sensitive volume as the Chamber2 model, the total power generated from this 

design would be 1 W.  This is also how the power density values were 

generated, as detailed above (Table 5.3).  Therefore for this power density level, 

the necessary values for the sensitive and total volumes were calculated and 

shown below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Reactor volume requirements for a 1 W breakeven power density 

level 

 

 The calculated parameters for this power density level are listed below in 

Table 5.5, 
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ChamberDesign1 Frequency Response
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Table 5.5: Results for 1 W Breakeven Power Density Level, D-D AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign1 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 80 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 1.6 x 10-23 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 251 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 1.0 x 1010
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutrons produced per second 2.55 x 1012 n/s 

Power Density  1.91 x 104 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.295 m 

Wall Thickness 2.5 cm 

Chamber Height 1.46 m 

Chamber Material Glass 

Maximum Wall Stress 1.7 x 106 Pa 

Input Force Required 6.2 x 106 N 

 

 A 1 kW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 5.23 x 10-2 m3, and a total volume of V = 0.398 m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Results for frequency response and wall stress for ChamberDesign1.  
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Reactor Volume for Power Density = Psv2
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 Glass has a fracture stress of about 170 MPa, so for a maximum stress 

produced of ~1.7 x 106 Pa, there would be no need to change the material. 

 

5.2.2 Reactor Design for a 1 kW Breakeven Power Density Level 

 

 The second design utilized the specific power level Psv2, based on 1 kW 

breakeven reaction occurring in the same volume as that of the Chamber2 

model.  The values for sensitive and total volume necessary for various power 

levels are given below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Reactor volume requirements for a 1 kW breakeven power density 

level 

 

 The calculated parameters for this power density level are listed below in 

Table 5.6, 
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Table 5.6: Results for 1 kW Breakeven Power Density Level, D-D AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign2 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 160 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 5.7 x 10-23 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 884 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 2.9 x 1012
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutrons produced per second 2.55 x 1015 n/s 

Power Density  1.91 x 107 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.0295 m 

Wall Thickness 2.5 mm 

Chamber Material Glass 

Maximum Wall Stress 2.5 x 108 Pa 

Input Force Required 2.6 x 108 N 

 

 A 1 kW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 5.23 x 10-5 m3, and a total volume of V = 3.94 x 10-4 m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Results for frequency response and wall stress for ChamberDesign2. 
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Reactor Volume for Power Density = Psv5
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5.2.3 Reactor Design for a 1 W Q =100 Power Density Level 

 

 The third design utilized the power denisty level Psv6, based on 1 W Q 

=100 reaction occurring in the same volume as that of the Chamber2 model.  The 

values for sensitive and total volume are given below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Reactor volume requirements for a 1 W Q = 100 power density level 

 

 The calculated parameters for this power density level are listed below in 

Table 5.7, 
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Stress Along Chamber Wall at 8.45 
kHz
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Table 5.7: Results for 1 W Q = 100 Power Density Level, D-D AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign3 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 120 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 3.1 x 10-23 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 488 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 5.2 x 1011
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutrons produced per second 2.55 x 1014 n/s 

Power Density 1.91 x 106 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.064 m 

Wall Thickness 5.25 mm 

Chamber Material Glass 

Maximum Wall Stress 2 x 108 Pa 

Input Force Required 4.45 x 107 N 

 

 A 1 kW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 5.23 x 10-4 m3, and a total volume of V = 3.98 x 10-3 m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Results for frequency response and wall stress for 

ChamberDesign3. 
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Reactor Volume for Power Density = Psv6 
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5.2.4 Reactor Design for a 1 kW Q =100 Specific Power Level 

 

 The fourth and final design utilized the power density level Psv7, based on 

1 kW Q =100 reaction occurring in the same volume as that of the Chamber2 

model.  The values for sensitive and total volume are given below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Reactor volume requirements for a 1 kW Q = 100 power density 

level 

 

 The calculated parameters for this specific power level are listed below in 

Table 5.8, 
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Stress Along Chamber Wall at 8.45 
kHz
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Table 5.8: Results for 1 kW Q = 100 Power Density Level, D-D AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign4 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 240 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 1.1 x 10-22 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 1669 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 1.53 x 1014
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutron produced per second 2.55 x 1017 n/s 

Power Density  3.62 x 1010 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.0064 m 

Wall Thickness 0.525 mm 

Chamber Material Steel 

Maximum Wall Stress 4 x 108 Pa 

Input Force Required 7.58 x 109 N 

 

 A 1 kW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 5.23 x 10-7 m3, and a total volume of V = 3.98 x 10-6 m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Results for frequency response and wall stress for 

ChamberDesign4. 
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 It was decided that the chamber wall would be too difficult to make and be 

too fragile at a 0.5 mm thickness therefore, ChamberDesign4 was modeled using 

steel as the structural material (yield stress ~1 x 1011 Pa). 

 
 
 

5.3 Reactor Sizing for D-T and D-3He Reactions 

 

 There are other thermonuclear fusion reactions which are of interest for 

power production.  Deuteron-Deuteron fusion is however most likely the best 

choice for the initial proof of concept-type designs.  The reason is that deuterium 

is extremely abundant, and not radioactive, thus being just about perfect for 

laboratory experiments.  However for commercial fusion reactors, the D-T, and 

D-3He reactions are of great interest as they both are more energy dense 

reactions.  The D-T reaction also benefits from a lower ignition temperature than 

the D-D reaction.  Also, the D-3He reaction benefits from nearly all of the 

products being charged particles.  Following the same approach as detailed in 

Section 5.1, one reactor was designed for both the D-T and D-3He.  Both were 

designed at the 1 W breakeven power density levels so as to provide a 

conservative starting point for future research. 

 

5.3.1 Reactor Sizing for a D-T Reaction 

 

 The first alternate reaction considered was the D-T reaction.  This reaction 

produces a 3.5 MeV alpha particle (4He+) and a 14.1 MeV neutron.  Design of the 

D-T reactor can be considered the same as the D-D reactor, with the difference 

being the energy of the neutron (14.1 MeV compared to 2.45 MeV).  The 

production requirements for breakeven and Q = 100 reactions are summarized 

below, 
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D-T Neutron Production Requirements for Breakeven 
and Q = 100
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Figure 5.14: Neutron production rates necessary for breakeven and Q = 100 

reactors at various power levels (for D-T reaction) 

 

The calculated parameters for this specific power level are listed below in Table 

5.9, 
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Table 5.9: Results for 1 W Q = 100 Power Density Level, D-T AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign5 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 100 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 8.75 x 10-22 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 13250 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 3.34 x 109
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutrons produced per second 4.43 x 1013 n/s 

Power Density  1.89 x 106 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.64 m 

Wall Thickness 5 cm 

Chamber Material Steel 

Maximum Wall Stress 1 x 107 Pa 

Input Force Required 3.83 x 107 N 

  

 A 1 MW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 5.28 x 10-1 m3, and a total volume of V = 3.94 m3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Results for frequency response and wall stress for 

ChamberDesign5. 
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D-He3 Proton Production Requirements for 
Breakeven and Q = 100
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5.3.2 Reactor Sizing for a D-3He Reaction 

 

 The final reaction considered was the D-3He reaction.  The reaction 

produces a 3.6 MeV alpha particle (4He+) and a 14.7 MeV proton.  As the alpha 

particle is very massive and positively charged, it would not travel very far in the 

fluid before losing its energy.  However at the energy levels of the proton, it is 

assumed to act like a neutron, and escapes the fluid.  There will be charged 

particle interactions with the rest of the fluid, but they were assumed to be 

negligible for this analysis.  The production requirements for breakeven and Q = 

100 reactions are summarized below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5.16: Proton production rates necessary for breakeven and Q = 100 

reactors at various power levels (for D-3He reaction) 

 

 The same assumptions and trends were used for this analysis as those 

used for the D-D reaction.  The power densities will remain the same between all 

reactions as they are simply and energy balance (i.e. 1 kW of breakeven energy 

via a D-D reaction is the same as 1 kW of breakeven energy from a D-3He).  The 

difference is that the different reactions produce particles at different levels, thus 
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Comparison of Particle Production Needed for Breakeven
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each reaction requires a different numbers of particles to produce that energy.  

With respect to AICF this translates to higher or lower values for acoustic 

pressure, as per Figure 5.3 (i.e. more particles means a higher maximum 

acoustic pressure).  A comparison of D-D and D-3He particle production needed 

for breakeven power production is shown below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Comparison of particle production needed 

 

 The calculated parameters for this specific power level are listed below in 

Table 5.10, 
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Table 5.10: Results for 1 W Q = 100 Power Density Level, D-3He AICF Reactor, 

ChamberDesign6 

Variable  Value 

Maximum Acoustic Pressure needed ~ 100 bars 

Weighted Cross-section 4.3 x 10-23 m3/s 

Nn, Number of neutrons produced per implosion 281 n/bubble 

Nb, Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 1.5 x 1011
 bubbles/s

Nf, Number of neutrons produced per second 4.25 x 1013 n/s 

Power Density  3.62 x 107 W/m3 

Chamber Radius 0.64 m 

Wall Thickness 5 cm 

Chamber Material Steel 

Maximum Wall Stress 1 x 107 Pa 

Input Force Required 3.83 x 107 N 

  

 A 1 MW reactor was then designed following the benchmarked 

multiphysics approach from Chapter 4.  The requirements for this power level 

were Vs = 2.76 x 10-2 m3, and a total volume of V = 3.94 m3.  As the power 

density was the same as that of ChamberDesign5, the results for frequency 

response and stress levels would also be the same as those in Figure 5.14.  The 

difference between these two results was the number of particles required to 

produce this energy, analogous to Figure 5.16 (slightly less for D-3He). 
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5.3 AICF Reactor Shielding Analysis 

 

A shielding analysis was performed for a 1 kW Q = 100 D-T reaction.  The 

neutrons that are generated from the reaction are emitted from the center of the 

reactor out, in all directions.  Just outside of the chamber wall is what is called 

the heat exchange or thermal conversion system, whose purpose is to capture 

the energy of the fusion neutrons and transfer that energy to a coolant.  

Following the concept outline by Miley (10) the basic steps for thermal 

conversion are; for the neutrons and radiation to be absorbed in a blanket or 

shield, for the heat in the blanket to be extracted, the heat is used to generate 

electricity in a conversion system, and finally the waste heat must be rejected. As 

well as absorbing a large fraction of the neutron and radiation energy, the blanket 

can also serve as a breeding medium from tritium.  Because tritium is so rare in 

nature, in must be manufactured in-situ to assure a constant fuel supply.  The 

typical reaction considered for tritium breeding is the two neutron reactions with 

lithium (10), 

                                      
MeVnTHeLin

MeVTHeLin
)5.2('

)785.4(
13471

3461

−+++→+

++→+
                                   (44) 

 The heat is then extracted from the blanket via a circulating coolant 

(water).  The coolant then passes through a steam generation system to produce 

electricity.  In order to determine the basic parameters for AICF reactor design 

above, a basic sizing analysis was performed. 

 The first-wall power loading is defined as, 

                                                       
w

f

A
P

≡Λ                                                      (45) 

Where Pf is the fusion power produced, and Aw is the area of the chamber.  

Power loading as a function of power produced is shown in Figure 5.9. 
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First-Wall Power Loading vs. Power Produced for 
Nominal Chamber Dimensions
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Figure 5.18: Chamber wall power loading as a function of fusion power produced 

 

For a single phase coolant the total volumetric flow rate is related to the wall 

power loading by an overall energy balance (10), 

                                                   
TC
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Q
p
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Δ⋅⋅
⋅⋅Λ

=
ρ

                                              (46) 

Where ρ is the coolant density, Cp is the specific heat of the coolant, <ΔT> is the 

average coolant temperature rise, and fb is a correction factor for additional 

energy generated in the blanket.  The <ΔT> value is limited by thermal-stress 

considerations, and a value of 100oC is considered to be typical.  The fb factor 

accounts for the exothermic reactions in the blanket, and if no fissionable 

materials are used within the blanket, is typically on the order of 1.3.   
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Total Volumetric Coolant (Water) Flow Rate Q vs. 
Power Produced for Nominal Chamber Dimensions
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Figure 5.19: Volumetric coolant flow rate as a function of power produced 

 

The average coolant velocity, uc, can be determined by the following, 
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Where Ac is the coolant flow area necessary for the given volumetric flow rate.   
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Coolant Velocity vs. Pipe Radius for a 525 kW Reactor
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Figure 5.20: Coolant velocity necessary for an average coolant temperature rise 

of 100 oC as a function of pipe radius 

 

The pumping power, PL, necessary for the desired coolant and flow rate is, 

                                                      pQPL Δ⋅=                                                    (48) 

where Δp is the coolant pressure drop through the coolant lines.  The pressure 

drop over a pipe section of length, L, can be calculated from the conventional 

relation, 

                                                  f
c

c C
d

uL
p

2

2⋅⋅
=Δ
ρ                                               (49) 

Where dc is the inner diameter of the coolant pipe, and Cf is the friction factor of 

the pipe.  Finally the heat flux, qw, can be through the blanket can be calculated 

by, 

                                                    )( oiw TThq −⋅=                                               (50) 

Where h is the heat-transfer coefficient, Ti is the inner wall temperature, and T0 is 

the outer wall temperature. 

 A basic schematic of a reactor vessel for an AICF D-T system is shown 

below in Figure 4.9, 
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Figure 5.21: Basic schematic of reactor vessel wall cross section 

 

 In order to determine the thickness of the blanket, coolant channel, and 

shield the mean free path, λ, of the neutrons must be determined, which is a 

measure of the average distance a particle travels through a specific medium 

before a collision. 

                                                       
tt N σ

λ
⋅

=
Σ

=
11                                            (51) 

Where Σt is the total macroscopic cross-section, N is the atom or molecular 

density, and σt is the total microscopic cross-section.  A range of values for the 

materials of interest are listed below in Table 4.5 (for neutron interactions). 
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Table 5.11: Energy Conversion Material Properties (18) 

Material σt [barns] N [atoms/cm2] x 1024 Lambda [cm] 

 @ 2.45 MeV @ 14.1 MeV  @ 2.45 MeV @ 14.1 MeV

H 2.57 0.66 0.0418 9.3 36.2 

C 1.585 1.379 0.0802 7.9 9.0 

O 0.896 1.7 0.043 26.0 13.7 

Li-6 1.6 1.4 0.046 13.6 15.5 

Si 2.479 1.8 0.0499 8.1 11.1 

Na 3.235 1.735 0.0254 12.2 22.7 

Al 2.086 1.748 0.0602 8.0 9.5 

Pb 4.929 5.578 0.0330 6.2 5.4 

B 2.174 1.455 0.1281 3.6 5.4 

Acetone 21.071 9.797 0.0622 0.8 1.6 

Glass 25.533 26.975 0.0593 0.7 0.1 

Water 1.082 1.585 0.0334 27.7 18.9 

 

 The average fractional energy loss per collision is given by (6), 

                                                 )1(
2
1 α−=

Δ
E
E                                                    (52) 

Where EΔ is the average energy loss per collision, E is is starting energy, and α 

is the collision parameter given by, 
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Where A is the atomic number of the material the particle is colliding into.   
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For the given chamber dimensions and material properties, a 14.1 MeV 

neutron created at the center of the AICF chamber will undergo three collisions 

within the reactor fluid resulting in a exit energy of 6.1 MeV (for a fractional 

energy loss of 24.3% per collision).  Assuming that 2 mean free paths are 

necessary to insure that a sufficient number of the desired tritium-breeding 

lithium reactions takes place (Eq.(44)), the blanket thickness is determined to be 

30 cm and the exit energy is 2.4 MeV.    

 In order to determine the thickness of the shield, a satisfactory dose rate 

level must be determined.  An accepted value for yearly biological dose is 5 

Rem/yr.  The lower the neutron energy, the less energy each particle will deposit 

into whatever it comes into contact with.  Therefore, it is beneficial for the 

shielding to reduce the neutron energy to sufficiently low levels (~0.1 eV).  

Therefore for this design the shield must reduce the incoming neutron energy 

from 2.4 MeV to 0.1 eV.  A good material for thermalizing neutrons is paraffin, 

C22H46.  The reason paraffin is a good shield is because of the high concentration 

of hydrogen atoms.  Hydrogen, with an atomic number of 1, provides the highest 

values for the collision parameter, α.  A high collision parameter value means that 

the subsequent fractional energy loss per collision is very high, thus rapidly 

reducing the energy of the neutrons.  Additionally for space purposes, paraffin 

has a low density (ρ = 930 kg/m3), which results in increased specific power for 

the propulsion system.  The thickness of the shield can then be determined by 

multiplying the number of collisions necessary to adequately reduce the neutron 

energy by the mean free path length.  This can be determined by multiplying the 

collision parameter by the initial energy, 

                                                 E
A
AE ⋅⎟
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2

1
1α                                              (54) 

To determine the number of collisions, x, necessary to reduce the energy from E 

to E’, the following relationship can be solved for x, 

                                                         EE xα='                                                     (55) 
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For E = 2.4 MeV and E’ = 0.1 eV, the number of collisions necessary is 

calculated to be ~10.5 and for a mean free path of 2.7 cm, the shield thickness is 

calculated to be ~28.5 cm. 

 In order to determine any additional shielding necessary to reduce the 

neutron flux such that the yearly dose rate is less than or equal to 5 Rem/yr, the 

neutron flux, Φn, at each stage must be determined. 

 

Table 5.12: Neutron Flux at Various Positions 

Position Φn [n/s*cm^2] 

Center of AICF Reaction Chamber 2.55 x 1017 

Chamber Wall 9.46 x 1014 

Outer Blanket Wall 1.05 x 1014 

Outer Coolant Wall 5.10 x 1012 

Outer Wall of Thermalization Shield 1.49 x 108 

 

 From Lamarsh and Baratta (8), for thermal neutron energies, Φn = 260 

n/s*cm2 gives 1 mrem/hour.  Therefore the yearly dose rate from the biological 

shield can be determined by dividing an exit flux by the 260 n/s*cm2 value above. 
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Radiation Dose Rate as a Function of Shield Thicknes for 
a 1kW Q=100 D-D Reaction
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Figure 5.22: Radiation dose as a function of shield thickness 

 

 It can be seen from Figure 4.10 that for a biological shield thickness of 38 

cm, the year dose rate can be controlled to an acceptable value of 4.4 Rem/year.  

The total shield thickness is then the combination of the thermalization and 

biological shields, ~66 cm of paraffin.   
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

 
 

 
 An analysis was completed to characterize the experimental AICF reaction 

chamber and provide the basis for basic preconceptual reactor design.  The 

chamber characterization was accomplished by experimentally benchmarking a 

multiphysics finite element method model created with the program FEMLAB™ 

(recently changed to Comsol Multiphysics™).  Pressure mapping tests produced 

benchmarked results against the multiphysics model which resulted in an 

accurate representation of the important acoustic modes.  The magnitude of the 

pressure oscillations was found to agree well with the introduction of an 

experimentally determined coupling factor, k.  Finally, the frequencies of the 

important acoustic modes produced in the multiphysics analysis were found to 

lag the experimental results by close to 1 kHz.  It was hypothesized that the lack 

of electrical resonance modeling (piezoelectric physics), and the lack of 

multidimensional coupling of the acoustic wave reflectors accounted for this 

frequency lag. 

 Confirmatory AICF experiments were conducted with neutron-seeded 

deuterated acetone, where data indicated that statistically significant 2.45 MeV 

neutrons and tritium were produced.  Control experiments did not result in such 

emissions.  From these experiments insights were derived on scalability and the 

importance of maintaining spherical implosions. 

 Additional benchmarking of the multiphysics modeling approach was done 

against a similar design study conducted at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.  

Comparison results for this analysis produced even more accurate resonant 

mode predictions than that of the AICF chamber.  The proposed reason for better 

coupling to this model was that the overall geometry was much simpler.  For 
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instance there was no liquid/gas interface, the pistons were fixed, there was no 

multidimensional reflector coupling, etc.  This reduction of complexities was most 

like the reason for the more accurate results. 

 Using the benchmarked multiphysics modeling approach and a couple of 

experimentally determined trends, a series of preconceptual AICF reactor 

designs were created for three different fusion reactions.  These designs were 

created with the intention of providing a roadmap to future scaling work.  

Although current AICF energy production is at least six orders of magnitude 

below that of breakeven, it was found that with as little as approximately a five 

times increase in maximum acoustic pressure, D-D breakeven may be possible.  

Other preconceptual designs provide a starting point for building and analyzing 

scaled up AICF reactors. 

 
 
 

6.1 Recommendations for Future Work  

 

 There is a large amount of progress to be made in the relatively new field 

of acoustic inertial confinement fusion.  Specifically, there is much potential for 

increasing fusion rates, via the use of a benchmarked multiphysics modeling 

approach.  There remains however many improvements that can be made to the 

multiphysics model.  The main omissions from this research to that of the 

experimental systems are: characterization and modeling of the piezoelectric 

electrical resonances, and multidimensional coupling of the acoustic reflectors.  

Additional refinements should be made to the structural and fluid damping.  

Future work in multiphysics modeling should also include: 3-dimensional effects 

on the acoustic pressure field caused by voids (bubbles), and modeling of 

‘streamers’, which are type of bubble source found to adversely affect the 

production of fusion energy. 

 Additional work needs to be conducted in the area of shock implosion-

dynamics.  A better understanding of this area should lead to improved 
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predictions of bubble core temperatures, and thus fusion reaction rates, to more 

accurately predict the acoustic pressure fluctuations needed to create these 

conditions. 

 Finally there is a great deal of work to be done in the scaling of AICF 

experiments to ascertain the realistic possibility of using this approach to 

someday create breakeven and beyond fusion reactors. 
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Benchmark Results for 125 mL Conical 
Flask
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

Additional Benchmark Comparison 
 

 The experimental pressure map of a 125 mL conical flask was recorded 

and the results were compared to a FEMLAB™ modeling results using the 

developed modeling approach. 
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Appendix B 

 
 
 

Determination of Scaling Parameters used for Reactor Design 

 

A series of spreadsheets were created to calculate all the necessary 

parameters for reactor design.  
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D-D AICF Reactor Sizing     
        
Assumptions and Constants (for D-D Fusion):   

rho = 1.00E+04 [kg/m^3] % Compressed fluid density   
Ni = 5E+29 [Ions/m^3] % Ion Concentration    

<SigmaV>d = 4.50E-25 [m^3/s] % Weighted Cross-Section for D-D at T  
T = 1.00E+08 [K] % Compressed Temperature   

deltaT = 5.00E-13 [s] % Reaction Time    
R = 5.00E-08 [m] % Compressed Bubble Radius   

En = 2.45 [MeV] % D-D neutron energy    

Nbc = 1000.00 
[bubbles/cluster
] % Number of bubbles in each cluster   

Nbi = 20.00 
[bubbles/cluster
] % # of bubbles per cluster that implode violently  

Ncycles = 60.00 [cycles] % Ave. # of cycles bubbles expand and collapse  
Ncn = 50.00 [clusters/s] % Number of clusters nucleated per second  

Vs = 2.76E-06 [m^3] % Sensitive volume for nominal setup   
Vt = 3.98E-04 [m^3] % Total volume for nominal setup   

Vs/V = 0.007  % Ratio of Sensitive to Total fluid volume  
Rc/h = 0.2027  % Ratio of chamber radius to chamber height  
1 W = 6.24E+12 [MeV/s] % Conversion    

        
Calculations for current AICF design (D-D Fusion):  

Nn = 7.03 [n/bubble] % # of neutrons produced per bubble implosion  
Ei = 1.72E+01 [MeV/bubble] % Neutron Energy Released per Implosion  

Nb = 60000 [bubbles/s] % Number of neutron producing bubbles per second 

Vb = 1.66E-01 [m^3*bubbles/s] % # of n producing bubbles within the Vs produced /s 

Rho_b = 2.17E+10 [bubbles/m^3*s] % Neutron producing bubble density per second  
Nf = 421875 [n/s] % Number of D-D neutrons produced per second  

Efn = 1033593.8 [Mev/s] % Amount of D-D neutron energy produced per second 

Esv = 3.74E+11 [MeV/s*m^3] % Specific Energy produced from sensitive volume  
        

Psv = 6.00E-02 [W/m^3] % Specific Power for sensitive volume   
        
        

Calculations for Breakeven (for D-D Fusion):   
Neutron production necessary for breakeven at various power levels,   

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06  

 Nf [n/s] 2.55E+12 2.55E+15 3.82E+17 1.27E+18 2.55E+18  

   1 2 3 4  
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Assume the following relationship between Nf and the Acoustic Pressure: 

 Nf [n/s] 1.00E+05 1.00E+08 1.00E+11 1.00E+12 1.00E+14  

 P [atm] 15 30 60 80 120  

 T [keV] 8.6 17.2 34.4 68.8 137.6  

 
<sigma*v> 
[m^3/s] 4.50E-25 2.18E-24 6.86E-24 1.604E-23 3.12E-23  

Continued… Nf [n/s] 1.00E+15 1.00E+17 1.00E+18 1.00E+19 1.00E+20  

 P [atm] 160 240 320 400 480  

 T [keV] 275.2 550.4 1100.8 2201.6 4403.2  

 
<sigma*v> 
[m^3/s] 5.658E-23 1.07E-22 2.353E-22 6.765E-22 2.84E-21  

        

Efn1 = 6.24E+12 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW 

Efn2 = 6.24E+15 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW 

Efn3 = 9.36E+17 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 150 kW 

Efn4 = 3.12E+18 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 500 kW 

Efn5 = 6.24E+18 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 MW 

Esv1 = 2.26E+18 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1W 

Esv2 = 2.26E+21 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy rho produced from sensitive volume for 1kW 

Esv3 = 3.39E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 150 kW  

Esv4 = 1.13E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW  

Esv5 = 2.26E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy rho produced from sensitive volume for 1MW 

        

Psv1 = 3.62E+05 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W  

Psv2 = 3.62E+08 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW  

Psv3 = 5.43E+10 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 150 kW  

Psv4 = 1.81E+11 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 500 kW  

Psv5 = 3.62E+11 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW  

        

1 kW   1 W     

Nf = 2.55E+15  Nf = 2.55E+12    

Nn = 884.13  Nn = 250.59    

Nb = 2.88E+12  Nb = 1.02E+10    

Rho_b = 2.17E+10       
        

Calculations for Q=100 (for D-D Fusion):    
Neutron production necessary for Q = 100 at various power levels,   

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06  

 Nf [n/s] 2.55E+14 2.55E+17 3.82E+19 1.27E+20 2.55E+20  

   1 2 3 4  

        

Efn6 = 6.24E+14 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW 

Efn7 = 6.24E+17 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW 

Efn8 = 9.36E+19 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 150 kW 

Efn9 = 3.12E+20 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 500 kW 

Efn10 = 6.24E+20 [Mev/s] % D-D neutron energy produced per second for 1 MW 

Esv6 = 2.26E+20 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1W 
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Esv7 = 2.26E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy rho produced from sensitive volume for 1kW 

Esv8 = 3.39E+25 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 150 kW  

Esv9 = 1.13E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW  

Esv10 = 2.26E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy rho produced from sensitive volume for 1MW 

        

Psv6 = 3.62E+07 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W  

Psv7 = 3.62E+10 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW  

Psv8 = 5.43E+12 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 150 kW  

Psv9 = 1.81E+13 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 500 kW  

Psv10 = 3.62E+13 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW  

1 kW   1 W     

Nf = 2.55E+17  Nf = 2.55E+14    

Nn = 1669.06  Nn = 487.72    

Nb = 1.53E+14  Nb = 5.22E+11    
        

        
Reactor Sizing       

        
 Reactor P [W] Nf [n/s] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]   
Currently 1000 1.70E+05 1.67E+04 2.40E+06    
 150000 1.70E+05 2.50E+06 3.61E+08    
 500000 1.70E+05 8.33E+06 1.20E+09    
 1000000 1.70E+05 1.67E+07 2.40E+09    
Breakeven 1000 2.55E+15 2.76E-06 3.98E-04    
 150000 3.82E+17 2.76E-06 3.98E-04    
 500000 1.27E+18 2.76E-06 3.98E-04    
 1000000 2.55E+18 2.76E-06 3.98E-04    
Q = 100 1000 2.55E+17 2.76E-08 3.98E-06    
 150000 3.82E+19 2.76E-08 3.98E-06    
 500000 1.27E+20 2.76E-08 3.98E-06    
 1000000 2.55E+20 2.76E-08 3.98E-06    

        
        
P_aco Nf       

15 1.00E+05       
30 1.00E+08       
60 1.00E+11       
80 1.00E+12       

120 1.00E+14       
160 1.00E+15       
240 1.00E+17       
320 1.00E+18       
400 1.00E+19       
480 1.00E+20       
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P_aco T [keV]       

15 8.6       
30 17.2       
60 34.4       
80 68.8       

120 137.6       
160 275.2       
240 550.4       
320 1100.8       
400 2201.6       
480 4403.2       

        
        
        
        
        
Power Lvl [W] Breakeven Q = 100      

1 2.55E+12 2.55E+14      
1.00E+03 2.55E+15 2.55E+17      
1.50E+05 3.82E+17 3.82E+19      
5.00E+05 1.27E+18 1.27E+20      
1.00E+06 2.55E+18 2.55E+20      

        
        
        
        
For Psv6  =  3.62E+10 [W/m^3] Q=100     
        
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-08 3.98E-06      
10000 2.76E-07 3.98E-05      
50000 1.38E-06 1.99E-04      

100000 2.76E-06 3.98E-04      
150000 4.14E-06 5.97E-04      
200000 5.52E-06 7.96E-04      
250000 6.90E-06 9.95E-04      
300000 8.28E-06 1.19E-03      
350000 9.66E-06 1.39E-03      
400000 1.10E-05 1.59E-03      
450000 1.24E-05 1.79E-03      
500000 1.38E-05 1.99E-03      
550000 1.52E-05 2.19E-03      
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600000 1.66E-05 2.39E-03      
650000 1.79E-05 2.59E-03      
700000 1.93E-05 2.79E-03      
750000 2.07E-05 2.99E-03      
800000 2.21E-05 3.18E-03      
850000 2.35E-05 3.38E-03      
900000 2.48E-05 3.58E-03      
950000 2.62E-05 3.78E-03      

1000000 2.76E-05 3.98E-03      
        
        
For Psv5  =  3.62E+07 [W/m^3] Q=100     
        
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-05 3.98E-03      
10000 2.76E-04 3.98E-02      
50000 1.38E-03 1.99E-01      

100000 2.76E-03 3.98E-01      
150000 4.14E-03 5.97E-01      
200000 5.52E-03 7.96E-01      
250000 6.90E-03 9.95E-01      
300000 8.28E-03 1.19E+00      
350000 9.66E-03 1.39E+00      
400000 1.10E-02 1.59E+00      
450000 1.24E-02 1.79E+00      
500000 1.38E-02 1.99E+00      
550000 1.52E-02 2.19E+00      
600000 1.66E-02 2.39E+00      
650000 1.79E-02 2.59E+00      
700000 1.93E-02 2.79E+00      
750000 2.07E-02 2.99E+00      
800000 2.21E-02 3.18E+00      
850000 2.35E-02 3.38E+00      
900000 2.48E-02 3.58E+00      
950000 2.62E-02 3.78E+00      

1000000 2.76E-02 3.98E+00      
        
        
For Psv1  =  3.62E+05 [W/m^3] Breakeven    
        
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-03 3.98E-01      
10000 2.76E-02 3.98E+00      
50000 1.38E-01 1.99E+01      

100000 2.76E-01 3.98E+01      
150000 4.14E-01 5.97E+01      
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200000 5.52E-01 7.96E+01      
250000 6.90E-01 9.95E+01      
300000 8.28E-01 1.19E+02      
350000 9.66E-01 1.39E+02      
400000 1.10E+00 1.59E+02      
450000 1.24E+00 1.79E+02      
500000 1.38E+00 1.99E+02      
550000 1.52E+00 2.19E+02      
600000 1.66E+00 2.39E+02      
650000 1.79E+00 2.59E+02      
700000 1.93E+00 2.79E+02      
750000 2.07E+00 2.99E+02      
800000 2.21E+00 3.18E+02      
850000 2.35E+00 3.38E+02      
900000 2.48E+00 3.58E+02      
950000 2.62E+00 3.78E+02      

1000000 2.76E+00 3.98E+02      
        
        
For Psv2  =  3.62E+08 [W/m^3] Breakeven    
        
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-06 3.98E-04      
10000 2.76E-05 3.98E-03      
50000 1.38E-04 1.99E-02      

100000 2.76E-04 3.98E-02      
150000 4.14E-04 5.97E-02      
200000 5.52E-04 7.96E-02      
250000 6.90E-04 9.95E-02      
300000 8.28E-04 1.19E-01      
350000 9.66E-04 1.39E-01      
400000 1.10E-03 1.59E-01      
450000 1.24E-03 1.79E-01      
500000 1.38E-03 1.99E-01      
550000 1.52E-03 2.19E-01      
600000 1.66E-03 2.39E-01      
650000 1.79E-03 2.59E-01      
700000 1.93E-03 2.79E-01      
750000 2.07E-03 2.99E-01      
800000 2.21E-03 3.18E-01      
850000 2.35E-03 3.38E-01      
900000 2.48E-03 3.58E-01      
950000 2.62E-03 3.78E-01      

1000000 2.76E-03 3.98E-01      
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Chamber Design 1      
Chamber Sizing for a 1 kW Reactor at 1 W Breakeven Power Density Level (Psv1) 
        
Vnew1 = 1.00E+03  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs 
Rnew1 = 0.295077 [m] % New chamber radius   
Hnew1 = 1.455734 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 0.429554 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
Vnew1_check 
= 0.398 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used 
        
Paco = 80 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  

Scale1 = 10.00262  
% Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB 
model  

        
Glass        
Wall t = 2.5 cm       
Max Stress 1.7e6 Pa       
        

Chamber Design 2      
Chamber Sizing for a 1 kW Reactor at 1 kW Breakeven Power Density Level (Psv2) 
        
Vnew1 = 1.00E+00  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs 
Rnew1 = 0.029508 [m] % New chamber radius   
Hnew1 = 0.145573 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 0.004296 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
Vnew1_check 
= 0.000398 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used 
        
Paco = 160 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  

Scale1 = 1.000262  
% Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB 
model  

        
Glass        
Wall t = 2.5 mm       
Max Stress 2.5e8 Pa       
F = 2.6e8 N       
        
        

Chamber Design 3      
Chamber Sizing for a 1 kW Reactor at 1 W Q=100 Power Density Level (Psv6) 
        

Vnew1 = 1.00E+01  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs 
Rnew1 = 0.063572 [m] % New chamber radius   
Hnew1 = 0.313628 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 0.019938 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
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Vnew1_check 
= 0.00398 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used 
        
Paco = 120 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  

Scale1 = 2.154999  
% Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB 
model  

        
Glass        
Wall t = 5.25 mm       
Max Stress 3e8 Pa       
F = 4.45e7 N       
        

Chamber Design 4      
Chamber Sizing for a 1 kW Reactor at 1 kW Q=100 Power Density Level (Psv7) 
        
Vnew1 = 1.00E-02  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs 
Rnew1 = 0.006357 [m] % New chamber radius   
Hnew1 = 0.031363 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 0.000199 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
Vnew1_check 
= 3.98E-06 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used 
        
Paco = 240 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  

Scale1 = 0.2155  
% Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB 
model  

        
Steel        
Wall t = 0.525 mm       
Max Stress 3e8 Pa       
F = 7.58e9 N       
        
        

Chamber Design 7: Space Reactor (3 x 175 kW) 
Chamber Sizing for a 175 kW Reactor at 1 kW Q=100 Power Density Level (Psv7) 
        
Vnew1 = 1.75E+02  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs 
Rnew1 = 0.16505 [m] % New chamber radius   

Hnew1 = 0.814257 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 0.134393 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
Vnew1_check 
= 0.06965 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used 
        
Paco = 240 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  

Scale1 = 5.594909  
% Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB 
model  
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Steel        
Wall t = 14mm       
Max Stress 5e8 Pa       
F = 2.575e7 N       
        
For Psv7  =  3.62E+10 [W/m^3] Q = 100     
        
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-06 3.98E-04      
10000 2.76E-05 3.98E-03      
50000 1.38E-04 1.99E-02      

100000 2.76E-04 3.98E-02      
150000 4.14E-04 5.97E-02      
175000 4.83E-04 6.97E-02      
200000 5.52E-04 7.96E-02      
250000 6.90E-04 9.95E-02      
300000 8.28E-04 1.19E-01      
350000 9.66E-04 1.39E-01      
400000 1.10E-03 1.59E-01      
450000 1.24E-03 1.79E-01      
500000 1.38E-03 1.99E-01      
550000 1.52E-03 2.19E-01      
600000 1.66E-03 2.39E-01      
650000 1.79E-03 2.59E-01      
750000 2.07E-03 2.99E-01      
800000 2.21E-03 3.18E-01      
850000 2.35E-03 3.38E-01      
900000 2.48E-03 3.58E-01      
950000 2.62E-03 3.78E-01      

1000000 2.76E-03 3.98E-01      
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D-T AICF Reactor Sizing     
       
Assumptions and Constants (for D-T Fusion):   

rho = 1.00E+04 [kg/m^3] % Compressed fluid density   
Ni = 5E+29 [Ions/m^3] % Ion Concentration   

<SigmaV>d = 4.50E-25 [m^3/s] % Weighted Cross-Section for D-T at T  
T = 1.00E+08 [K] % Compressed Temperature   

deltaT = 5.00E-13 [s] % Reaction Time    
R = 5.00E-08 [m] % Compressed Bubble Radius   

En = 14.10 [MeV] % D-D neutron energy   
Nbc = 1000.00 [bubbles/cluster] % Number of bubbles in each cluster   
Nbi = 20.00 [bubbles/cluster] % Number of bubbles per cluster that implode violently  

Ncycles = 60.00 [cycles] % Ave. Number of cycles bubbles expand and collapse  
Ncn = 50.00 [clusters/s] % Number of clusters nucleated per second  

Vs = 2.76E-06 [m^3] % Sensitive volume for nominal setup   
Vt = 3.98E-04 [m^3] % Total volume for nominal setup   

Vs/V = 0.007  % Ratio of Sensitive to Total fluid volume  
Rc/h = 0.2027  % Ratio of chamber radius to chamber height  
1 W = 6.24E+12 [MeV/s] % Conversion    

       
Calculations for current AICF design (D-T Fusion):   

Nn = 7.03 [n/bubble] % Number of neutrons produced per bubble implosion  
Ei = 9.91E+01 [MeV/bubble] % Neutron Energy Released per Implosion  

Nb = 60000 [bubbles/s] % Number of neutron producing bubbles per second  
Vb = 1.66E-01 [m^3*bubbles/s] % # of n producing bubbles within the Vs produced /s  

Rho_b = 2.17E+10 [bubbles/m^3*s] % Neutron producing bubble density per second  
Nf = 421875 [n/s] % Number of D-D neutrons produced per second  

Efn = 5948437.5 [Mev/s] % Amount of D-D neutron energy produced per second  
Esv = 2.16E+12 [MeV/s*m^3] % Specific Energy produced from sensitive volume  

       
Psv = 3.45E-01 [W/m^3] % Specific Power for sensitive volume  

       
       

Calculations for Breakeven (for D-T Fusion):   
Neutron production necessary for breakeven at various power levels,     

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06

 Nf [n/s] 4.43E+11 4.43E+14 6.64E+16 2.21E+17 4.43E+17

   1 2 3 4
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Assume the following relationship between Nf and the Acoustic Pressure: 

 Nf [n/s] 1.00E+05 1.00E+08 1.00E+11 1.00E+12 1.00E+14

 P [atm] 15 30 60 80 120

 T [keV] 8.6 17.2 34.4 68.8 137.6

 <sigma*v> [m^3/s] 7.14E-23 2.91E-22 6.55E-22 9.05E-22 8.48E-22

Continued… Nf [n/s] 1.00E+15 1.00E+17 1.00E+18 1.00E+19 1.00E+20

 P [atm] 160 240 320 400 480

 T [keV] 275.2 550.4 1100.8 2201.6 4403.2

 <sigma*v> [m^3/s] 5.98E-22 3.51E-22 1.90E-22 1.05E-22 6.52E-23

       

Efn1 = 6.24E+12 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW  

Efn2 = 6.24E+15 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW  

Efn3 = 9.36E+17 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 150 kW  

Efn4 = 3.12E+18 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 500 kW 

Efn5 = 6.24E+18 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced /s for 1 MW  

Esv1 = 2.26E+18 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1W  

Esv2 = 2.26E+21 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1kW  

Esv3 = 3.39E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sVs for 150 kW  

Esv4 = 1.13E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW  

Esv5 = 2.26E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1MW  

       

Psv1 = 3.62E+05 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W  

Psv2 = 3.62E+08 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW  

Psv3 = 5.43E+10 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 150 kW  

Psv4 = 1.81E+11 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 500 kW  

Psv5 = 3.62E+11 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW  

       
1 W   1 kW    
Nf = 4.43E+11  Nf = 4.43E+14   

Nn = 14140.63  Nn = 9343.75   
Nb = 3.13E+07  Nb = 4.74E+10   

       
Calculations for Q=100 (for D-T Fusion):    
Neutron production necessary for Q = 100 at various power levels,     

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06

 Nf [n/s] 4.43E+13 4.43E+16 6.64E+18 2.21E+19 4.43E+19

       

       

Efn6 = 6.24E+14 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW  

Efn7 = 6.24E+17 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 1 kW  

Efn8 = 9.36E+19 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 150 kW  

Efn9 = 3.12E+20 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced per second for 500 kW 

Efn10 = 6.24E+20 [Mev/s] % D-T neutron energy produced /s for 1 MW  

Esv6 = 2.26E+20 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1W  

Esv7 = 2.26E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1kW  

Esv8 = 3.39E+25 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sVs for 150 kW  
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Esv9 = 1.13E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW  

Esv10 = 2.26E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 1MW  

       

Psv6 = 3.62E+07 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W  

Psv7 = 3.62E+10 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW  

Psv8 = 5.43E+12 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 150 kW  

Psv9 = 1.81E+13 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 500 kW  

Psv10 = 3.62E+13 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW  

       

1 W   1 kW    

Nf = 4.43E+13  Nf = 4.43E+16   

Nn = 13250.00  Nn = 5484.38   

Nb = 3.34E+09  Nb = 8.07E+12   

       

       
Reactor Sizing      

       
 Reactor P [W] Nf [n/s] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]  
Currently 1000 1.70E+05 2.90E+03 4.14E+05   
 150000 1.70E+05 4.34E+05 6.21E+07   
 500000 1.70E+05 1.45E+06 2.07E+08   
 1000000 1.70E+05 2.90E+06 4.14E+08   
Breakeven 1000 4.43E+14 2.76E-06 3.94E-04   
 150000 6.64E+16 2.76E-06 3.94E-04   
 500000 2.21E+17 2.76E-06 3.94E-04   
 1000000 4.43E+17 2.76E-06 3.94E-04   
Q = 100 1000 4.43E+16 2.76E-08 3.94E-06   
 150000 6.64E+18 2.76E-08 3.94E-06   
 500000 2.21E+19 2.76E-08 3.94E-06   
 1000000 4.43E+19 2.76E-08 3.94E-06   

       
P_aco Nf      

15 1.00E+05      
30 1.00E+08      
60 1.00E+11      
80 1.00E+12      

120 1.00E+14      
160 1.00E+15      
240 1.00E+17      
320 1.00E+18      
400 1.00E+19      
480 1.00E+20      
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P_aco 

 
T [keV] 

15 8.6      
30 17.2      
60 34.4      
80 68.8      

120 137.6      
160 275.2      
240 550.4      
320 1100.8      
400 2201.6      
480 4403.2      

       
       
Power Lvl [W] Breakeven Q = 100     

1 2.54776E+12 2.5478E+14     
1000 2.54776E+15 2.5478E+17     

10000 3.82163E+17 3.8216E+19     
100000 1.27388E+18 1.2739E+20     

1000000 2.54776E+18 2.5478E+20     
       
       
For Psv6  =  3.62E+10 [W/m^3] Q=100    
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Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     
1000 2.76E-08 3.94E-06     

10000 2.76E-07 3.94E-05     
50000 1.38E-06 1.97E-04     

100000 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
150000 4.14E-06 5.91E-04     
200000 5.52E-06 7.89E-04     
250000 6.90E-06 9.86E-04     
300000 8.28E-06 1.18E-03     
350000 9.66E-06 1.38E-03     
400000 1.10E-05 1.58E-03     
450000 1.24E-05 1.77E-03     
500000 1.38E-05 1.97E-03     
550000 1.52E-05 2.17E-03     
600000 1.66E-05 2.37E-03     
650000 1.79E-05 2.56E-03     
700000 1.93E-05 2.76E-03     
750000 2.07E-05 2.96E-03     
800000 2.21E-05 3.15E-03     
850000 2.35E-05 3.35E-03     
900000 2.48E-05 3.55E-03     
950000 2.62E-05 3.75E-03     

1000000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03     
       
       
For Psv5  =  3.62E+07 [W/m^3] Q=100    
       
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03     
10000 2.76E-04 3.94E-02     
50000 1.38E-03 1.97E-01     

100000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01     
150000 4.14E-03 5.91E-01     
200000 5.52E-03 7.89E-01     
250000 6.90E-03 9.86E-01     
300000 8.28E-03 1.18E+00     
350000 9.66E-03 1.38E+00     
400000 1.10E-02 1.58E+00     
450000 1.24E-02 1.77E+00     
500000 1.38E-02 1.97E+00     
550000 1.52E-02 2.17E+00     
600000 1.66E-02 2.37E+00     
650000 1.79E-02 2.56E+00     
700000 1.93E-02 2.76E+00     
750000 2.07E-02 2.96E+00     
800000 2.21E-02 3.15E+00     
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850000 2.35E-02 3.35E+00     
900000 2.48E-02 3.55E+00     
950000 2.62E-02 3.75E+00     

1000000 2.76E-02 3.94E+00     
       
       
For Psv1  =  3.62E+05 [W/m^3] Breakeven    
       
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01     
10000 2.76E-02 3.94E+00     
50000 1.38E-01 1.97E+01     

100000 2.76E-01 3.94E+01     
150000 4.14E-01 5.91E+01     
200000 5.52E-01 7.89E+01     
250000 6.90E-01 9.86E+01     
300000 8.28E-01 1.18E+02     
350000 9.66E-01 1.38E+02     
400000 1.10E+00 1.58E+02     
450000 1.24E+00 1.77E+02     
500000 1.38E+00 1.97E+02     
550000 1.52E+00 2.17E+02     
600000 1.66E+00 2.37E+02     
650000 1.79E+00 2.56E+02     
700000 1.93E+00 2.76E+02     
750000 2.07E+00 2.96E+02     
800000 2.21E+00 3.15E+02     
850000 2.35E+00 3.35E+02     
900000 2.48E+00 3.55E+02     
950000 2.62E+00 3.75E+02     

1000000 2.76E+00 3.94E+02     
       
       
For Psv2  =  3.62E+08 [W/m^3] Breakeven    
       
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     

1000 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
10000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03     
50000 1.38E-04 1.97E-02     

100000 2.76E-04 3.94E-02     
150000 4.14E-04 5.91E-02     
200000 5.52E-04 7.89E-02     
250000 6.90E-04 9.86E-02     
300000 8.28E-04 1.18E-01     
350000 9.66E-04 1.38E-01     
400000 1.10E-03 1.58E-01     
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450000 1.24E-03 1.77E-01     
500000 1.38E-03 1.97E-01     
550000 1.52E-03 2.17E-01     
600000 1.66E-03 2.37E-01     
650000 1.79E-03 2.56E-01     
700000 1.93E-03 2.76E-01     
750000 2.07E-03 2.96E-01     
800000 2.21E-03 3.15E-01     
850000 2.35E-03 3.35E-01     
900000 2.48E-03 3.55E-01     
950000 2.62E-03 3.75E-01     

1000000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01     
       
       
Power Level [W] D -He3 Nf [n/s] D-D D-T    

1 4.24626E+11 2.5478E+12 4.427E+11    
1000 4.24626E+14 2.5478E+15 4.427E+14    

150000 6.36939E+16 3.8216E+17 6.64E+16    
500000 2.12313E+17 1.2739E+18 2.213E+17    

1000000 4.24626E+17 2.5478E+18 4.427E+17    
       
       

Chamber Design 5     
Chamber Sizing for a 1 MW Reactor at 1 W Q = 100 Power Density Level (Psv7) 
       
Vnew1 = 9.91E+03  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs  
Rnew1 = 0.633740868 [m] % New chamber radius   
Hnew1 = 3.126496635 [m] % New Chamber Height   
Anew = 1.98138869 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area   
Vnew1_check = 3.942857143 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used  
       
Paco = 100 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1  
Scale1 = 21.48274128  % Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB model  
       
Steel       
Wall t = 5 cm      
Max Stress 1e7 Pa      
F =  3.83e7 N      
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D-He3 AICF Reactor Sizing     
         
Assumptions and Constants (for D-He3 Fusion):    

rho = 1.00E+04 [kg/m^3] % Compressed fluid density    
Ni = 5E+29 [Ions/m^3] % Ion Concentration     

<SigmaV>d = 1.47E-25 [m^3/s] % Weighted Cross-Section for D-T at T   
T = 1.00E+08 [K] % Compressed Temperature    

deltaT = 5.00E-13 [s] % Reaction Time     
R = 5.00E-08 [m] % Compressed Bubble Radius    

En = 14.70 [MeV] 
% D-He3 proton 
energy     

Nbc = 1000.00 
[bubbles/cluste
r] 

% Number of bubbles in each 
cluster    

Nbi = 20.00 
[bubbles/cluste
r] % Number of bubbles per cluster that implode violently  

Ncycles = 60.00 [cycles] % Ave. Number of cycles bubbles expand and collapse  
Ncn = 50.00 [clusters/s] % Number of clusters nucleated per second   

Vs = 2.76E-06 [m^3] 
% Sensitive volume for nominal 
setup    

Vt = 3.98E-04 [m^3] % Total volume for nominal setup    
Vs/V = 0.007  % Ratio of Sensitive to Total fluid volume   
Rc/h = 0.2027  % Ratio of chamber radius to chamber height   
1 W = 6.24E+12 [MeV/s] % Conversion     

         
         

         
Calculations for current AICF design (D-He3 Fusion):   

Nn = 2.30 [n/bubble] % Number of protons produced per bubble implosion  
Ei = 3.38E+01 [MeV/bubble] % Proton Energy Released per Implosion   

Nb = 60000 [bubbles/s] 
% Number of proton producing bubbles per 
second   

Vb = 1.66E-01 
[m^3*bubbles/
s] % # of p producing bubbles within the Vs produced per s  

Rho_b = 2.17E+10 
[bubbles/m^3*
s] % Proton producing bubble density per second   

Nf = 137812.5 [n/s] 
% Number of D-He3 protons produced per 
second   

Efn = 2025843.8 [Mev/s] % Amount of D-He3 proton energy produced per second  

Esv = 7.34E+11 [MeV/s*m^3] 
% Energy Density produced from sensitive 
volume   

         

Psv = 1.18E-01 [W/m^3] 
% Power density for sensitive 
volume    

         
Calculations for Breakeven (for D-He3 Fusion):    
Proton production necessary for breakeven at various power levels,    

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06   
 Nf [n/s] 4.25E+11 4.25E+14 6.37E+16 2.12E+17 4.25E+17   
   1 2 3 4   
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Assume the following relationship between Nf and the Acoustic Pressure: 

 Nf [n/s] 1.00E+05 1.00E+08 1.00E+11 1.00E+12 1.00E+14   
 P [atm] 15 30 60 80 120   
 T [keV] 8.6 17.2 34.4 68.8 137.6   

 
<sigma*v> 
[m^3/s] 1.47E-25 2.66E-24 2.09E-23 8.14E-23 1.80E-23   

Continued… Nf [n/s] 1.00E+15 1.00E+17 1.00E+18 1.00E+19 1.00E+20   
 P [atm] 160 240 320 400 480   
 T [keV] 275.2 550.4 1100.8 2201.6 4403.2   

 
<sigma*v> 
[m^3/s] 2.57E-22 2.71E-22 2.42E-22 2.09E-22 1.99E-22   
         

Efn1 = 6.24E+12 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 kW  
Efn2 = 6.24E+15 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 kW  
Efn3 = 9.36E+17 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 150 kW  
Efn4 = 3.12E+18 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 500 kW  
Efn5 = 6.24E+18 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 MW  
Esv1 = 2.26E+18 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1W  
Esv2 = 2.26E+21 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1kW  
Esv3 = 3.39E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 150 kW   
Esv4 = 1.13E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW   
Esv5 = 2.26E+24 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1MW  

         
Psv1 = 3.62E+05 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W   
Psv2 = 3.62E+08 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW   

Psv3 = 5.43E+10 [W/m^3] 
% Power density for sensitive volume for 150 
kW   

Psv4 = 1.81E+11 [W/m^3] 
% Power density for sensitive volume for 500 
kW   

Psv5 = 3.62E+11 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW   
         

1 W   1 kW      
Nf = 4.25E+11  Nf = 4.25E+14     

Nn = 326.56  Nn = 281.25     
Nb = 1.30E+09  Nb = 1.51E+12     

         
Calculations for Q=100 (for D-He3 Fusion):    
Proton production necessary for Q = 100 at various power levels,    

 Power Level [W] 1 1.00E+03 1.50E+05 5.00E+05 1.00E+06   
 Nf [n/s] 4.25E+13 4.25E+16 6.37E+18 2.12E+19 4.25E+19   

         
         

Efn6 = 6.24E+14 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 kW  
Efn7 = 6.24E+17 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 kW  
Efn8 = 9.36E+19 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 150 kW  
Efn9 = 3.12E+20 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 500 kW  

Efn10 = 6.24E+20 [Mev/s] % D-He3 proton energy produced per second for 1 MW  
Esv6 = 2.26E+20 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1W  
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Esv7 = 2.26E+23 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1kW  
Esv8 = 3.39E+25 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 150 kW   
Esv9 = 1.13E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from Vs for 500 kW   

Esv10 = 2.26E+26 [MeV/s*m^3] % Energy density produced from sensitive volume for 1MW  
         

Psv6 = 3.62E+07 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 W   
Psv7 = 3.62E+10 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 kW   

Psv8 = 5.43E+12 [W/m^3] 
% Power density for sensitive volume for 150 
kW   

Psv9 = 1.81E+13 [W/m^3] 
% Power density for sensitive volume for 500 
kW   

Psv10 = 3.62E+13 [W/m^3] % Power density for sensitive volume for 1 MW   
         
         
         
         

1 W   1 kW      
Nf = 4.25E+13  Nf = 4.25E+16     

Nn = 281.25  Nn = 4234.38     
Nb = 1.51E+11  Nb = 1.00E+13     

         
Reactor Sizing        

         
 Reactor P [W] Nf [n/s] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]     
Currently 1000 1.70E+05 8.50E+03 1.21E+06     
 150000 1.70E+05 1.28E+06 1.82E+08     
 500000 1.70E+05 4.25E+06 6.07E+08     
 1000000 1.70E+05 8.50E+06 1.21E+09     
Breakeven 1000 4.25E+14 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
 150000 6.37E+16 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
 500000 2.12E+17 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
 1000000 4.25E+17 2.76E-06 3.94E-04     
Q = 100 1000 4.25E+16 2.76E-08 3.94E-06     
 150000 6.37E+18 2.76E-08 3.94E-06     
 500000 2.12E+19 2.76E-08 3.94E-06     
 1000000 4.25E+19 2.76E-08 3.94E-06     

         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P_aco 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nf        
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15 1.00E+05        
30 1.00E+08        
60 1.00E+11        
80 1.00E+12        

120 1.00E+14        
160 1.00E+15        
240 1.00E+17        
320 1.00E+18        
400 1.00E+19        
480 1.00E+20        

         
         
P_aco T [keV]        

15 8.6        
30 17.2        
60 34.4        
80 68.8        

120 137.6        
160 275.2        
240 550.4        
320 1100.8        
400 2201.6        
480 4403.2        

         
         
Power Lvl [W] Breakeven Q = 100       

1 4.25E+11 4.25E+13       
1.00E+03 4.25E+14 4.25E+16       
1.50E+05 6.37E+16 6.37E+18       
5.00E+05 2.12E+17 2.12E+19       
1.00E+06 4.25E+17 4.25E+19       

         
         
For Psv6  =  3.62E+10 [W/m^3] Q=100      
         
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]       

1000 2.76E-08 3.94E-06       
10000 2.76E-07 3.94E-05       
50000 1.38E-06 1.97E-04       

100000 2.76E-06 3.94E-04       
150000 4.14E-06 5.91E-04       
200000 5.52E-06 7.89E-04       
250000 6.90E-06 9.86E-04       
300000 8.28E-06 1.18E-03       
350000 9.66E-06 1.38E-03       
400000 1.10E-05 1.58E-03       
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450000 1.24E-05 1.77E-03       
500000 1.38E-05 1.97E-03       
550000 1.52E-05 2.17E-03       
600000 1.66E-05 2.37E-03       
650000 1.79E-05 2.56E-03       
700000 1.93E-05 2.76E-03       
750000 2.07E-05 2.96E-03       
800000 2.21E-05 3.15E-03       
850000 2.35E-05 3.35E-03       
900000 2.48E-05 3.55E-03       
950000 2.62E-05 3.75E-03       

1000000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03       
         
         
For Psv5  =  3.62E+07 [W/m^3] Q=100      
         
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]       

1000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03       
10000 2.76E-04 3.94E-02       
50000 1.38E-03 1.97E-01       

100000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01       
150000 4.14E-03 5.91E-01       
200000 5.52E-03 7.89E-01       
250000 6.90E-03 9.86E-01       
300000 8.28E-03 1.18E+00       
350000 9.66E-03 1.38E+00       
400000 1.10E-02 1.58E+00       
450000 1.24E-02 1.77E+00       
500000 1.38E-02 1.97E+00       
550000 1.52E-02 2.17E+00       
600000 1.66E-02 2.37E+00       
650000 1.79E-02 2.56E+00       
700000 1.93E-02 2.76E+00       
750000 2.07E-02 2.96E+00       
800000 2.21E-02 3.15E+00       
850000 2.35E-02 3.35E+00       
900000 2.48E-02 3.55E+00       
950000 2.62E-02 3.75E+00       

1000000 2.76E-02 3.94E+00       
         
         

 
 
 
 
 
 
For Psv1  =  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.62E+05 

 
 
 
 
 
 
[W/m^3] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Breakeven      
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Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]       

1000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01       
10000 2.76E-02 3.94E+00       
50000 1.38E-01 1.97E+01       

100000 2.76E-01 3.94E+01       
150000 4.14E-01 5.91E+01       
200000 5.52E-01 7.89E+01       
250000 6.90E-01 9.86E+01       
300000 8.28E-01 1.18E+02       
350000 9.66E-01 1.38E+02       
400000 1.10E+00 1.58E+02       
450000 1.24E+00 1.77E+02       
500000 1.38E+00 1.97E+02       
550000 1.52E+00 2.17E+02       
600000 1.66E+00 2.37E+02       
650000 1.79E+00 2.56E+02       
700000 1.93E+00 2.76E+02       
750000 2.07E+00 2.96E+02       
800000 2.21E+00 3.15E+02       
850000 2.35E+00 3.35E+02       
900000 2.48E+00 3.55E+02       
950000 2.62E+00 3.75E+02       

1000000 2.76E+00 3.94E+02       
         
         
For Psv2  =  3.62E+08 [W/m^3] Breakeven      
         
Power [W] Vs [m^3] Vtotal [m^3]       

1000 2.76E-06 3.94E-04       
10000 2.76E-05 3.94E-03       
50000 1.38E-04 1.97E-02       

100000 2.76E-04 3.94E-02       
150000 4.14E-04 5.91E-02       
200000 5.52E-04 7.89E-02       
250000 6.90E-04 9.86E-02       
300000 8.28E-04 1.18E-01       
350000 9.66E-04 1.38E-01       
400000 1.10E-03 1.58E-01       
450000 1.24E-03 1.77E-01       
500000 1.38E-03 1.97E-01       
550000 1.52E-03 2.17E-01       
600000 1.66E-03 2.37E-01       
650000 1.79E-03 2.56E-01       
700000 1.93E-03 2.76E-01       
750000 2.07E-03 2.96E-01       
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800000 2.21E-03 3.15E-01       
850000 2.35E-03 3.35E-01       
900000 2.48E-03 3.55E-01       
950000 2.62E-03 3.75E-01       

1000000 2.76E-03 3.94E-01       
         
         
Power Level 
[W] D -He3 Nf [n/s] D-D       

1 4.246E+11 2.548E+12       
1000 4.246E+14 2.548E+15       

150000 6.369E+16 3.822E+17       
500000 2.123E+17 1.274E+18       

1000000 4.246E+17 2.548E+18       
         
         

Chamber Design 6       
Chamber Sizing for a 1 MW Reactor at 1 W Q = 100 Power Density Level (Psv7)  
         
Vnew1 = 9.91E+03  % Volume ratio of current to nominal designs   

Rnew1 = 0.6337409 [m] 
% New chamber 
radius     

Hnew1 = 3.1264966 [m] 
% New Chamber 
Height     

Anew = 1.9813887 [m^2] % 2-D Chamber Geom Area    
Vnew1_check 
= 3.9428571 [m^3] % Check to make sure correct volume is used   
         
Paco = 100 [bars] % Acoustic pressure required for Psv1   
Scale1 = 21.482741  % Scaling factor applied to FEMLAB model   
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 

 

FEMLAB™ Final Chamber Model Report 

 

 

 

File name: ChamberFinal.fl 

Application modes and modules used in this model: 

• Geom1 (Axial symmetry (2D))  
o Axial Symmetry, Stress-Strain (Structural Mechanics Module)  
o Incompressible Navier-Stokes  
o Acoustics 

1. Model Properties 

Property Value 
Model name   
Author   
Company   
Department   
Reference   
Saved date Dec 1, 2005 1:46:38 AM 
Creation date Jul 25, 2005 11:13:29 AM
FEMLAB version FEMLAB 3.1.0.163 

 

http://www.comsol.com/
http://www.comsol.com/
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2. Geometry 
Number of geometries: 1 

2.1. Geom1 
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2.1.1. Point Mode 
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2.1.2. Boundary Mode 
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2.1.3. Subdomain Mode 
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3. Geom1 
Space dimensions: Axial symmetry (2D) 

3.1. Scalar Expressions 

Name Expression 
Force 0.5*(0.1174*(frq/1000)^4 - 10.135*(frq/1000)^3 + 324*(frq/1000)^2 - 

4545.4*(frq/1000) + 23640) 

3.2. Expressions 
3.2.1. Boundary Expressions 

Bou
nda
ry 

4, 13, 19, 
21-22, 30, 
33 

5 6, 15, 20 8, 35-36, 
49, 51 

11, 23, 31 17, 24 27-28, 34, 
46 

Nr -nr   nr -nr nr -nr nr 
Nz -nz   nz -nz nz -nz nz 
acc
_no
rmal 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

uaxi_tt_ax
i*Nr+w_tt
_axi*Nz 

3.3. Mesh 
3.3.1. Extended mesh 

Number of degrees of freedom 19482

3.3.2. Base mesh 

Number of boundary elements 536 
Number of elements 2889 
Minimum element quality 0.5500
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3.4. Application Mode: Axial Symmetry, Stress-
Strain 
Application mode type: Axial Symmetry, Stress-Strain (Structural Mechanics 
Module) 

Application mode name: axi 
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3.4.1. Scalar Variables. 

Name Variable Value Description 
freq freq_axi frq Excitation frequency

3.4.2. Application Mode Properties 

Property Value 
Default element type Lagrange - Quadratic 
Analysis type Frequency response 
Large deformation off 
Implementation Principle of virtual work
Specify eigenvalues using Eigenfrequency 
Weak constraints Off 

3.4.3. Variables 

Dependent variables: uor, w, uor_t, w_t 

Independent variables: r, phi, z 

Shape functions: shlag(2,'uor'), shlag(2,'w') 

Interior boundaries not active 

3.4.4. Point Settings 

Point 1-42 
Point load (force) r-dir. (Fr) 0 
Amp. factor point load r-dir. (FrAmp) 1 
Phase angle point load r-dir. (FrPh) 0 
Point load (force) z-dir. (Fz) 0 
Amp. factor point load z-dir. (FzAmp) 1 
Phase angle point load z-dir. (FzPh) 0 
loadcoord 'global' 
constrcoord 'global' 
constrtype 'standard'
H Matrix (H) {0,0;0,0} 
R Vector (R) {0;0} 
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Constraint r-dir. (Rr) 0 
Hr 0 
Constraint z-dir. (Rz) 0 
Hz 0 
weakconstr 1 
Shape functions (wcshape) [] 
Initial value (wcinit) {0;0;0;0} 

3.4.5. Boundary Settings 

Locked Boundaries: 4, 6, 13, 15, 19-22, 30, 33 

Boundary 1-2, 5, 10, 14, 18, 25, 37, 
39-41, 43-45, 47-48, 50 

4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19-24, 
27-28, 30-31, 33-36, 46, 49, 
51 

Edge load (force/area) 
r-dir. (Fr) 

0 -p*Nr 

Amp. factor edge load 
r-dir. (FrAmp) 

1 1 

Phase angle edge 
load r-dir. (FrPh) 

0 0 

Edge load (force/area) 
z-dir. (Fz) 

0 -p*Nz 

Amp. factor edge load 
z-dir. (FzAmp) 

1 1 

Phase angle edge 
load z-dir. (FzPh) 

0 0 

loadcoord global global 
constrcoord global global 
constrtype standard standard 
H Matrix (H) {0,0;0,0} {0,0;0,0} 
R Vector (R) {0;0} {0;0} 
Constraint r-dir. (Rr) 0 0 
Hr 0 0 
Constraint z-dir. (Rz) 0 0 
Hz 0 0 
weakconstr 1 1 
Shape functions 
(wcshape) 

[] [] 
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Integration order 
(wcgporder) 

2 2 

Initial value (wcinit) {0;0;0;0} {0;0;0;0} 

3.4.6. Subdomain Settings 

Subdomain 1, 4, 7 8 9 
Shape functions 
(shape) 

shlag(2,'uor') 
shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') 
shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') 
shlag(2,'p2') 

shlag(2,'uor') 
shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') 
shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') 
shlag(2,'p2') 

shlag(2,'uor') 
shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') 
shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') 
shlag(2,'p2') 

Integration order 
(gporder) 

4 4 4 4 4 4 

Constraint order 
(cporder) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Young's modulus 
(E) 

73.1e9 (Boron 
Silica Glass) 

9e7 (RTV Silicone) 1e9 (Epoxy) 

Density (rho) 2230 (Boron Silica 
Glass) 

1040 (RTV 
Silicone) 

1215 (Epoxy) 

Mass damping 
parameter 
(alphadM) 

1 1 1 

Stiffness damping 
parameter 
(betadK) 

0.5e-7 0.5e-7 0.5e-7 

materialcoord global global global 
materialmodel Isotropic material Isotropic material Isotropic material 
hardeningmodel       
yieldtype       
isodata       
Kinematic tangent 
modulus (ETkin) 

      

Isotropic tangent 
modulus (ETiso) 

      

Yield stress level 
(Sys) 

      

Yield function 
(Syfunc) 

      

Yield function       
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(Syfunc_kin) 
Hardening function 
(Shard) 

      

ini_stress 0 0 0 
ini_strain 0 0 0 
Initial shear stress 
srz (srzi) 

0 0 0 

Initial shear strain 
erz (erzi) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal stress 
sr (sri) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal strain 
er (eri) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal stress 
sphi (sphii) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal strain 
ephi (ephii) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal stress 
sz (szi) 

0 0 0 

Initial normal strain 
ez (ezi) 

0 0 0 

Thermal expansion 
coeff. (alpha) 

0.55e-6 0.55e-6 0.55e-6 

Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.17 (Boron Silica 
Glass) 

0.485 (RTV 
Silicone) 

0.3 (Epoxy) 

Shear_modulus rz 
plane (Grz) 

      

Poisson's ratio rphi 
plane (nurphi) 

      

Thermal expansion 
coeff. r-dir. (alphar) 

      

Young's modulus r-
dir. (Er) 

      

Poisson's ratio phiz 
plane (nuphiz) 

      

Thermal expansion 
coeff. phi-dir. 
(alphaphi) 

      

Young's modulus 
phi-dir. (Ephi) 
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Poisson's ratio rz 
plane (nurz) 

      

Thermal expansion 
coeff. z-dir. 
(alphaz) 

      

Young's modulus 
z-dir. (Ez) 

      

Elasticity matrix (D)       
Thermal expansion 
vector 
(alphavector) 

      

Body load 
(force/volume) r-
dir. (Fr) 

0 0 0 

Amp. factor body 
load r-dir. (FrAmp) 

1 1 1 

Phase angle body 
load r-dir. (FrPh) 

0 0 0 

Body load 
(force/volume) z-
dir. (Fz) 

0 0 0 

Amp. factor body 
load z-dir. (FzAmp) 

1 1 1 

Phase angle body 
load z-dir. (FzPh) 

0 0 0 

loadcoord global global global 
Tflag 0 0 0 
Strain temperature 
(Temp) 

0 0 0 

Strain ref. 
temperature 
(Tempref) 

0 0 0 

constrcoord global global global 
constrtype Standard notation Standard notation Standard notation 
H Matrix (H) {0,0;0,0} {0,0;0,0} {0,0;0,0} 
R Vector (R) {0;0} {0;0} {0;0} 
Constraint r-dir. 
(Rr) 

0 0 0 

Hr 0 0 0 
Constraint z-dir. 0 0 0 
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(Rz) 
Hz 0 0 0 
weakconstr 1 1 1 
Subdomain 10 
Shape functions (shape) shlag(2,'uor') shlag(2,'w') shlag(2,'u') shlag(2,'v') 

shlag(1,'p') shlag(2,'p2') 
Integration order (gporder) 4 4 
Constraint order (cporder) 2 2 
Young's modulus (E) 6e10 (Type 5800 Piezoceramic) 
Density (rho) 7368.5 (Type 5800 Piezoceramic) 
Mass damping parameter 
(alphadM) 

1 

Stiffness damping parameter 
(betadK) 

0.5e-7 

materialcoord global 
materialmodel Isotropic material 
hardeningmodel   
yieldtype   
isodata   
Kinematic tangent modulus 
(ETkin) 

  

Isotropic tangent modulus 
(ETiso) 

  

Yield stress level (Sys)   
Yield function (Syfunc)   
Yield function (Syfunc_kin)   
Hardening function (Shard)   
ini_stress 0 
ini_strain 0 
Initial shear stress srz (srzi) 0 
Initial shear strain erz (erzi) 0 
Initial normal stress sr (sri) 0 
Initial normal strain er (eri) 0 
Initial normal stress sphi (sphii) 0 
Initial normal strain ephi (ephii) 0 
Initial normal stress sz (szi) 0 
Initial normal strain ez (ezi) 0 
Thermal expansion coeff. 0.55e-6 
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(alpha) 
Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.25 (Type 5800 Piezoceramic) 
Shear_modulus rz plane (Grz)   
Poisson's ratio rphi plane 
(nurphi) 

  

Thermal expansion coeff. r-dir. 
(alphar) 

  

Young's modulus r-dir. (Er)   
Poisson's ratio phiz plane 
(nuphiz) 

  

Thermal expansion coeff. phi-
dir. (alphaphi) 

  

Young's modulus phi-dir. (Ephi)   
Poisson's ratio rz plane (nurz)   
Thermal expansion coeff. z-dir. 
(alphaz) 

  

Young's modulus z-dir. (Ez)   
Elasticity matrix (D)   
Thermal expansion vector 
(alphavector) 

  

Body load (force/volume) r-dir. 
(Fr) 

2.58e7 

Amp. factor body load r-dir. 
(FrAmp) 

1 

Phase angle body load r-dir. 
(FrPh) 

0 

Body load (force/volume) z-dir. 
(Fz) 

0 

Amp. factor body load z-dir. 
(FzAmp) 

1 

Phase angle body load z-dir. 
(FzPh) 

0 

loadcoord global 
Tflag 0 
Strain temperature (Temp) 0 
Strain ref. temperature 
(Tempref) 

0 

constrcoord global 
constrtype Standard notation 
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H Matrix (H) {0,0;0,0} 
R Vector (R) {0;0} 
Constraint r-dir. (Rr) 0 
Hr 0 
Constraint z-dir. (Rz) 0 
Hz 0 
weakconstr 1 
Subdomain initial value 1, 4, 7 8 9 10
r-displacement divided by r (uor) 0 0 0 0 
z-displacement (w) 0 0 0 0 

3.5. Application Mode: Incompressible Navier-
Stokes 
Application mode type: Incompressible Navier-Stokes 

Application mode name: ns 

3.5.1. Application Mode Properties 

Property Value 
Default element type Lagrange - P2 P1

Stress tensor Total 
Weak constraints Off 

3.5.2. Variables 

Dependent variables: u, v, w2, p 

Independent variables: r, phi, z 

Shape functions: shlag(2,'u'), shlag(2,'v'), shlag(1,'p') 

Interior boundaries active 

3.5.3. Point Settings 

Point 1-42 
Pressure (p0) 0 
pnton 0 
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3.5.4. Boundary Settings 

Locked Boundaries: 4, 6, 13, 15, 19-22, 30, 33 

Boundary 3, 7, 9, 12, 16 8, 27-28, 34-36, 46, 
49, 51 

11, 17, 23-24, 31 

Type Axial 
symmetry 

Normal flow/Pressure Normal 
flow/Pressure 

r-velocity (u0) 0 0 uaxi_t_axi 
z-velocity (v0) 0 0 w_t 
phi-velocity (w0) 0 0 0 
Pressure (p0) 0 -p2 -p2 
weakconstr 1 1 1 
Shape functions 
(wcshape) 

[] [] [] 

wcgporder 2 2 2 
wcinit {0;0} {0;0} {0;0} 
Boundary 4, 6, 13, 15, 19-22, 30, 33
Type Inflow/Outflow velocity 
r-velocity (u0) uaxi_t_axi 
z-velocity (v0) w_t 
phi-velocity (w0) 0 
Pressure (p0) -p2 
weakconstr 1 
Shape functions (wcshape) [] 
wcgporder 2 
wcinit {0;0} 

3.5.5. Subdomain Settings 

Subdomain 2, 5-6 3 
Shape functions 
(shape) 

shlag(2,'uor') shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') shlag(2,'p2') 

shlag(2,'uor') shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') shlag(2,'p2') 

Integration order 
(gporder) 

4 4 2 4 4 2 

Constraint order 
(cporder) 

2 2 1 2 2 1 

Density (rho) 1.23 789 
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Dynamic viscosity 
(eta) 

17e-6 0.326e-3 

Volume force, r-
dir. (F_r) 

0 0 

Volume force, z-
dir. (F_z) 

0 0 

Volume force, phi-
dir. (F_phi) 

0 0 

Isotropic diffusion 
switch (idon) 

0 0 

Tuning parameter 
(delid) 

0.5 0.5 

Streamline 
diffusion switch 
(sdon) 

0 0 

Streamline 
diffusion type 
(sdtype) 

pgc pgc 

Tuning parameter 
(delsd) 

0.25 0.25 

Crosswind 
diffusion switch 
(cdon) 

0 0 

Crosswind 
diffusion type 
(cdtype) 

sc sc 

Tuning parameter 
(delcd) 

0.35 0.35 

Pressure 
stabilization switch 
(pson) 

0 0 

Tuning parameter 
(delps) 

1 1 

Subdomain initial value 2, 5-6 3
r-velocity (u) 0 0
z-velocity (v) 0 0
Pressure (p) 0 0

3.6. Application Mode: Acoustics 
Application mode type: Acoustics 
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Application mode name: aco 

3.6.1. Scalar Variables. 

Name Variable Value Description 
freq freq_aco frq Frequency 
p_ref p_ref_aco 20e-6 Pressure reference

3.6.2. Application Mode Properties 

Property Value 
Default element type Lagrange - Quadratic
Analysis type Time-harmonic 
Weak constraints Off 

3.6.3. Variables 

Dependent variables: p2, p2_t 

Independent variables: r, phi, z 

Shape functions: shlag(2,'p2') 

Interior boundaries active 

3.6.4. Boundary Settings 

Locked Boundaries: 4, 6, 13, 15, 19-22, 30, 33 

Boundary 3, 7, 9, 12, 
16 

4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19-24, 27-28, 30-
31, 33-36, 46, 49, 51 

Type Axial 
symmetry 

Normal acceleration 

Pressure source (p0) 0 0 
Input impedance (Z) 1.25*343 1.25*343 
Normal acceleration 
(nacc) 

0 -acc_normal 

Source location, # 
coordinate (x0) 

0 0 

Source location, # 
coordinate (y0) 

0 0 
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Dipole source (qs0) {0;0} {0;0} 
Wave direction (kdir) {'-nr';'-nz'} {'-nr';'-nz'} 
wavetype PL PL 
weakconstr 1 1 
Shape functions 
(wcshape) 

[] [] 

Integration order 
(wcgporder) 

2 2 

Initial value (wcinit) {0;0} {0;0} 

3.6.5. Subdomain Settings 

Subdomain 2, 5-6 3 
Shape functions 
(shape) 

shlag(2,'uor') shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') shlag(2,'p2') 

shlag(2,'uor') shlag(2,'w') 
shlag(2,'u') shlag(2,'v') 
shlag(1,'p') shlag(2,'p2') 

Integration 
order (gporder) 

4 4 

Constraint order 
(cporder) 

2 2 

Fluid density 
(rho) 

1.23 789 

Speed of sound 
(cs) 

343 1170 

Dipole source 
(qs) 

{0;0} {0;0} 

Subdomain initial value 2, 5-6 3
Pressure (p2) 0 0

4. Materials Library 

4.1. Boron Silica Glass 

Parameter Value 
Density (rho) 2230 
Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.17 
Young's modulus (E) 73.1e9

4.2. Type 5800 Piezoceramic 
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Parameter Value 
Density (rho) 7368.5
Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.25 
Young's modulus (E) 6e10 

4.3. Epoxy 

Parameter Value
Density (rho) 1215 
Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.3 
Young's modulus (E) 1e9 

4.4. RTV Silicone 

Parameter Value
Density (rho) 1040 
Poisson's ratio (nu) 0.485
Young's modulus (E) 9e7 

5. Solver Settings 
Solve using a script: off 

Analysis freq 
Auto select solver on 
Solver Parametric linear
Solution form general 
Symmetric off 
Adaption off 

5.1. Direct (UMFPACK) 
Solver type: Linear system solver 

Parameter Value
Pivot threshold 0.1 
Memory allocation factor 0.7 
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5.2. Parametric 

Parameter Value 
Name of parameter Frq 
List of parameter values 17000:100:27000
Predictor 1 
Manual tuning of parameter step size Off 
Initial step size 0.0 
Minimum step size 0.0 
Maximum step size 0.0 

5.3. Advanced 

Parameter Value 
Constraint handling method Eliminate
Null-space function Auto 
Assembly block size 5000 
Use Hermitian transpose Off 
Use complex functions with real input Off 
Type of scaling Auto 
Manual scaling   
Row equilibration On 
Manual control of reassembly Off 
Load constant On 
Constraint constant On 
Mass constant On 
Jacobian constant On 
Constraint Jacobian constant On 

6. Postprocessing 
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7. Equations 

7.1. Point 
Dependent variables: uor, w, u, v, p, p2 

7.1.1. Point: 1, 11, 18-19, 22, 35-42 

weak term 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.1.2. Point: 2-4, 6-10, 12-17, 20-21, 23-34 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.1.3. Point: 5 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2. Boundary 
Dependent variables: uor, w, u, v, p, p2 

7.2.1. Boundary: 1-2, 10, 14, 18, 25-26, 29, 37-45, 47-48, 50 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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r coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.2. Boundary: 3, 7, 9, 12, 16 

q coefficient 
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uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-u,uor) -diff(-u,w) -diff(-u,u) -diff(-u,v) -diff(-u,p) -diff(-u,p2) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
-u 
0 
0 
0 

weak term 

0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.3. Boundary: 4, 13, 19, 21-22, 30, 33 [locked] 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 

g coefficient 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(u0_ns-
u,uor) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,w) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,u) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,v) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,p) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,p2) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,uor) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,w) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,u) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,v) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,p) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,p2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
u0_ns-u 
v0_ns-v 
0 
0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 
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w_time*p_test
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.4. Boundary: 5 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

h coefficient 
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uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.5. Boundary: 6, 15, 20 [locked] 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(u0_ns-
u,uor) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,w) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,u) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,v) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,p) 

-diff(u0_ns-
u,p2) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,uor) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,w) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,u) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,v) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,p) 

-diff(v0_ns-
v,p2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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r coefficient 

0 
0 
u0_ns-u 
v0_ns-v 
0 
0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

w_time*p_test
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.6. Boundary: 8, 35-36, 49, 51 

q coefficient 
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uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,p2) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
-r*nr_ns*p0_ns 
-r*nz_ns*p0_ns 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),uor
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),w
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),u
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),v
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p2
) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
-(u*tr+v*tz) 
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0 
0 
0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.7. Boundary: 11, 23, 31 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(- -diff(- -diff(- -diff(- -diff(- -diff(-
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r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,p2) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
-r*nr_ns*p0_ns 
-r*nz_ns*p0_ns 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),uor
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),w
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),u
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),v
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p2
) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
-(u*tr+v*tz) 
0 
0 
0 
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weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.8. Boundary: 17, 24 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,p2) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p2) 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
-r*nr_ns*p0_ns 
-r*nz_ns*p0_ns 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),uor
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),w
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),u
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),v
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p2
) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
-(u*tr+v*tz) 
0 
0 
0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
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0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.9. Boundary: 27-28, 34, 46 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nr_ns*p0_n
s,p2) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_n
s,uor) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,w) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,u) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,v) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p) 

-diff(-
r*nz_ns*p0_
ns,p2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
diff(r*nacc_ac
o,uor) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,w) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,u) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,v) 

-
diff(r*nacc_
aco,p) 

-
diff(r*nacc_a
co,p2) 
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g coefficient 

0 
0 
-r*nr_ns*p0_ns 
-r*nz_ns*p0_ns 
0 
r*nacc_aco 

h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),uor
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),w
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),u
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),v
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p
) 

-diff(-
(u*tr+v*tz),p2
) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
-(u*tr+v*tz) 
0 
0 
0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2 
Fzg_axi*w_test*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.2.10. Boundary: 32 

q coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

g coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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h coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-p2,uor) -diff(-p2,w) -diff(-p2,u) -diff(-p2,v) -diff(-p2,p) -diff(-p2,p2) 

r coefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-p2 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.3. Subdomain 
Dependent variables: uor, w, u, v, p, p2 

7.3.1. Subdomain: 1, 4, 7 

Diffusion coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conservative flux convection coeff. 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
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0, 0 
0, 0 

weak term 

(omega_axi^2-
j*omega_axi*alphadM_axi)*rho_axi*(uor_test*uor*r^3+w_test*w*r)-
(er_axi_test*sr_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_axi+2*erz_axi_test*sr
z_axi)*r-
betadK_axi*(er_axi_test*sr_t_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_t_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_t_axi
+2*erz_axi_test*srz_t_axi)*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.3.2. Subdomain: 2, 5-6 

Diffusion coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uorr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uorr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uorz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uorz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,wr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),wr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,wz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),wz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,ur), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),ur), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,uz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),uz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,vr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),vr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,vz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),vz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,pr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),pr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,pz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),pz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2r), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2r), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2z), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2z) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uorr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uorr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uorz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uorz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),wr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,wr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),wz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,wz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),ur), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,ur), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),uz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,uz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),vr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,vr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),vz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,vz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),pr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,pr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),pz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,pz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2r), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2r), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2z), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2z) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uorr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uorr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uorz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uorz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,wr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,wr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,wz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,wz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,ur), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,ur), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,uz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,uz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,vr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,vr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,vz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,vz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,pr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,pr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,pz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,pz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2r), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2r), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2z), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2z) 

Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
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uor) ,w) ,u) ,v) ,p) p2) 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v
r+v*vz),uor) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),w) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),u) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),v) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p2) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uor) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,w) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,u) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,v) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uor) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,w) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,u) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,v) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,p) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2) 

Source term 

0 
0 
p-r*rho_ns*(u*ur+v*uz)-2*eta_ns*u/r 
-r*rho_ns*(u*vr+v*vz) 
-(r*(ur+vz)+u) 
r*omega_aco^2/(rho_aco*cs_aco^2)*p2

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 r*rho_ns 0 0 0 
0 0 0 r*rho_ns 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conservative flux convection coeff. 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uor), -diff(-

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,w), -diff(-

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,u), -diff(-

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,v), -diff(-

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,p), -diff(-

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2), -diff(-
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r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uor) 

r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),w) 

r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),u) 

r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),v) 

r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p) 

r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uor), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uor) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),w), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,w) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),u), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,u) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),v), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,v) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),p), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2) 

0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uor), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uor) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,w), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,w) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,u), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,u) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,v), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,v) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,p), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,p) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2) 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
uorr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
uorz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,wr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,wz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,ur), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,uz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,vr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,vz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,pr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,pz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
p2r), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
p2z) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v
r+v*vz),uorr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v
r+v*vz),uorz) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),wr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),wz)

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),ur), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),uz)

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),vr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),vz) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),pr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),pz) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p2r)
, -diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p2z)

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uorr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uorz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,wr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,wz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,ur), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,uz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,vr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,vz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,pr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,pz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2r), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2z) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
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aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uorr), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uorz) 

_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,wr), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,wz) 

_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,ur), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,uz) 

_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,vr), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,vz) 

_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,pr), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,pz) 

aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2r), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2z) 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
r*p-2*r*eta_ns*ur, -r*eta_ns*(uz+vr)
-r*eta_ns*(vr+uz), r*p-2*r*eta_ns*vz
0, 0 
-r/rho_aco*p2r, -r/rho_aco*p2z 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 

7.3.3. Subdomain: 3 

Diffusion coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uorr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uorr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uorz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uorz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,wr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),wr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,wz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),wz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,ur), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),ur), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,uz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),uz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,vr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),vr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,vz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),vz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,pr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),pr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,pz), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),pz) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2r), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2r), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2z), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2z) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uorr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uorr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uorz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uorz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),wr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,wr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),wz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,wz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),ur), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,ur), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),uz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,uz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),vr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,vr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),vz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,vz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),pr), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,pr), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),pz), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,pz) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2r), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2r), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2z), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2z) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uorr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uorr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uorz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uorz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,wr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,wr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,wz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,wz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,ur), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,ur), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,uz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,uz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,vr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,vr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,vz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,vz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,pr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,pr), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,pz), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,pz) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2r), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2r), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2z), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2z) 
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Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
uor) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,w) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,u) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,v) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,p) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
p2) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v
r+v*vz),uor) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),w) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),u) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),v) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p2) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uor) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,w) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,u) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,v) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uor) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,w) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,u) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,v) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,p) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2) 

Source term 

0 
0 
p-r*rho_ns*(u*ur+v*uz)-2*eta_ns*u/r 
-r*rho_ns*(u*vr+v*vz) 
-(r*(ur+vz)+u) 
r*omega_aco^2/(rho_aco*cs_aco^2)*p2

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 r*rho_ns 0 0 0 
0 0 0 r*rho_ns 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Conservative flux convection coeff. 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,uor), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz+
vr),uor) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,w), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),w) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,u), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),u) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*
ur,v), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),v) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*u
r,p), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p) 

-diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*ur
,p2), -diff(-
r*eta_ns*(uz
+vr),p2) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),uor), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*vz
,uor) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),w), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,w) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),u), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,u) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),v), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,v) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr
+uz),p), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p) 

-diff(-
r*eta_ns*(vr+
uz),p2), -
diff(r*p-
2*r*eta_ns*v
z,p2) 

0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2r
,uor), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,uor) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,w), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,w) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,u), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,u) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,v), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,v) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2r,p), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p
2z,p) 

-diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
r,p2), -diff(-
r/rho_aco*p2
z,p2) 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
uorr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
uorz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,wr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,wz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,ur), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,uz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,vr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,vz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,pr), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r
,pz) 

-diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
p2r), -diff(p-
r*rho_ns*(u*
ur+v*uz)-
2*eta_ns*u/r,
p2z) 

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v
r+v*vz),uorr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*v

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),wr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),ur), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),vr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),pr), 
-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*

-diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
vr+v*vz),p2r)
, -diff(-
r*rho_ns*(u*
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r+v*vz),uorz) vr+v*vz),wz) vr+v*vz),uz) vr+v*vz),vz) vr+v*vz),pz) vr+v*vz),p2z)
-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uorr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u),
uorz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,wr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,wz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,ur), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,uz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,vr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,vz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,pr), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,pz) 

-diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2r), -diff(-
(r*(ur+vz)+u)
,p2z) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uorr), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,uorz) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,wr), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_aco
^2)*p2,wz) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,ur), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,uz) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,vr), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,vz) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,pr), 
-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho
_aco*cs_ac
o^2)*p2,pz) 

-
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2r), -
diff(r*omega
_aco^2/(rho_
aco*cs_aco^
2)*p2,p2z) 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
r*p-2*r*eta_ns*ur, -r*eta_ns*(uz+vr)
-r*eta_ns*(vr+uz), r*p-2*r*eta_ns*vz
0, 0 
-r/rho_aco*p2r, -r/rho_aco*p2z 

weak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.3.4. Subdomain: 8 

Diffusion coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source term 

0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conservative flux convection coeff. 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
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0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 

weak term 

(omega_axi^2-
j*omega_axi*alphadM_axi)*rho_axi*(uor_test*uor*r^3+w_test*w*r)-
(er_axi_test*sr_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_axi+2*erz_axi_test*sr
z_axi)*r-
betadK_axi*(er_axi_test*sr_t_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_t_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_t_axi
+2*erz_axi_test*srz_t_axi)*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.3.5. Subdomain: 9 

Diffusion coefficient 
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uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conservative flux convection coeff. 
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uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 

weak term 

(omega_axi^2-
j*omega_axi*alphadM_axi)*rho_axi*(uor_test*uor*r^3+w_test*w*r)-
(er_axi_test*sr_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_axi+2*erz_axi_test*sr
z_axi)*r-
betadK_axi*(er_axi_test*sr_t_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_t_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_t_axi
+2*erz_axi_test*srz_t_axi)*r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7.3.6. Subdomain: 10 

Diffusion coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Absorption coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Mass coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conservative flux convection coeff. 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Convection coefficient 

uor w u v p p2 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
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0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 

Conservative flux source term 

0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 
0, 0 

weak term 

Frg_axi*uor_test*r^2-
(er_axi_test*sr_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_axi+2*erz_axi_test*sr
z_axi)*r-
betadK_axi*(er_axi_test*sr_t_axi+ephi_axi_test*sphi_t_axi+ez_axi_test*sz_t_axi
+2*erz_axi_test*srz_t_axi)*r+(omega_axi^2-
j*omega_axi*alphadM_axi)*rho_axi*(uor_test*uor*r^3+w_test*w*r) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

dweak term 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

constr term 

0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 

8. Variables 

8.1. Point 

Name Description Expression 
Frg_axi Point load in global r-dir. 0 
Fzg_axi Point load in global z-dir. 0 
disp_axi Total displacement sqrt(real(uaxi_axi)^2+real(w)^2) 
uaxi_axi r-displacement uor * r 
uaxir_axi r derivative of r 

displacement 
uorr * r+uor 

uaxiz_axi z derivative of r 
displacement 

uorz * r 

uaxi_amp_axi Disp. amplitude r-dir. abs(uaxi_axi) 
uaxi_ph_axi Disp. phase r-dir. 180/pi * mod(angle(uaxi_axi),2 * 

pi) 
uaxi_t_axi r-velocity omega_axi * j * uaxi_axi 
uaxi_t_amp_axi r-velocity amp. omega_axi * uaxi_amp_axi 
uaxi_t_ph_axi r-velocity phase mod(90+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 
uaxi_tt_axi r-acceleration -omega_axi^2 * uaxi_axi 
uaxi_tt_amp_axi r-acceleration amp. omega_axi^2 * uaxi_amp_axi 
uaxi_tt_ph_axi r-acceleration phase mod(180+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 
w_amp_axi Disp. amplitude z-dir. abs(w) 
w_ph_axi Disp. phase z-dir. 180/pi * mod(angle(w),2 * pi) 
w_t z-velocity omega_axi * j * w 
w_t_amp_axi z-velocity amp. omega_axi * w_amp_axi 
w_t_ph_axi z-velocity phase mod(90+w_ph_axi,360) 
w_tt_axi z-acceleration -omega_axi^2 * w 
w_tt_amp_axi z-acceleration amp. omega_axi^2 * w_amp_axi 
w_tt_ph_axi z-acceleration phase mod(180+w_ph_axi,360) 

8.2. Boundary 
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Name Description Expression 
Frg_axi Edge load in global r-dir. 0 
Fzg_axi Edge load in global z-dir. 0 
disp_axi Total displacement sqrt(real(uaxi_axi)^2+real(w)^2) 
uaxi_axi r-displacement uor * r 
uaxir_axi r derivative of r displacement uorr * r+uor 
uaxiz_axi z derivative of r displacement uorz * r 
uaxi_amp_axi Disp. amplitude r-dir. abs(uaxi_axi) 
uaxi_ph_axi Disp. phase r-dir. 180/pi * mod(angle(uaxi_axi),2 * 

pi) 
uaxi_t_axi r-velocity omega_axi * j * uaxi_axi 
uaxi_t_amp_axi r-velocity amp. omega_axi * uaxi_amp_axi 
uaxi_t_ph_axi r-velocity phase mod(90+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 
uaxi_tt_axi r-acceleration -omega_axi^2 * uaxi_axi 
uaxi_tt_amp_axi r-acceleration amp. omega_axi^2 * uaxi_amp_axi 
uaxi_tt_ph_axi r-acceleration phase mod(180+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 
w_amp_axi Disp. amplitude z-dir. abs(w) 
w_ph_axi Disp. phase z-dir. 180/pi * mod(angle(w),2 * pi) 
w_t z-velocity omega_axi * j * w 
w_t_amp_axi z-velocity amp. omega_axi * w_amp_axi 
w_t_ph_axi z-velocity phase mod(90+w_ph_axi,360) 
w_tt_axi z-acceleration -omega_axi^2 * w 
w_tt_amp_axi z-acceleration amp. omega_axi^2 * w_amp_axi 
w_tt_ph_axi z-acceleration phase mod(180+w_ph_axi,360) 
Tar_axi Surface traction (force/area) 

in r-dir. 
nr_axi * sr_axi+nz_axi * srz_axi 

Tar_amp_axi Surface traction amp. 
(force/area) in r-dir. 

abs(Tar_axi) 

Tar_ph_axi Surface traction phase 
(force/area) in r-dir. 

180/pi * mod(angle(Tar_axi),2 * 
pi) 

Taz_axi Surface traction (force/area) 
in z-dir. 

nr_axi * srz_axi+nz_axi * sz_axi 

Taz_amp_axi Surface traction amp. 
(force/area) in z-dir. 

abs(Taz_axi) 

Taz_ph_axi Surface traction phase 
(force/area) in z-dir. 

180/pi * mod(angle(Taz_axi),2 * 
pi) 

K_r_ns Viscous force per area, r 
component 
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T_r_ns Total force per area, r 
component 

  

K_z_ns Viscous force per area, z 
component 

  

T_z_ns Total force per area, z 
component 

  

na_aco Normal acceleration   
nv_aco Normal velocity   

8.3. Subdomain 

Name Description Expression 
Frg_axi Body load in 

global r-dir. 
0 

Fzg_axi Body load in 
global z-dir. 

0 

disp_axi Total 
displacemen
t 

sqrt(real(uaxi_axi)^2+real(w)^2) 

uaxi_axi r-
displacemen
t 

uor * r 

uaxir_axi r derivative 
of r 
displacemen
t 

uorr * r+uor 

uaxiz_axi z derivative 
of r 
displacemen
t 

uorz * r 

uaxi_amp_axi Disp. 
amplitude r-
dir. 

abs(uaxi_axi) 

uaxi_ph_axi Disp. phase 
r-dir. 

180/pi * mod(angle(uaxi_axi),2 * pi) 

uaxi_t_axi r-velocity omega_axi * j * uaxi_axi 
uaxi_t_amp_axi r-velocity 

amp. 
omega_axi * uaxi_amp_axi 

uaxi_t_ph_axi r-velocity 
phase 

mod(90+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 

uaxi_tt_axi r- -omega_axi^2 * uaxi_axi 
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acceleration 
uaxi_tt_amp_ax
i 

r-
acceleration 
amp. 

omega_axi^2 * uaxi_amp_axi 

uaxi_tt_ph_axi r-
acceleration 
phase 

mod(180+uaxi_ph_axi,360) 

w_amp_axi Disp. 
amplitude z-
dir. 

abs(w) 

w_ph_axi Disp. phase 
z-dir. 

180/pi * mod(angle(w),2 * pi) 

w_t z-velocity omega_axi * j * w 
w_t_amp_axi z-velocity 

amp. 
omega_axi * w_amp_axi 

w_t_ph_axi z-velocity 
phase 

mod(90+w_ph_axi,360) 

w_tt_axi z-
acceleration 

-omega_axi^2 * w 

w_tt_amp_axi z-
acceleration 
amp. 

omega_axi^2 * w_amp_axi 

w_tt_ph_axi z-
acceleration 
phase 

mod(180+w_ph_axi,360) 

sr_axi sr normal 
stress global 
sys. 

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * (1-nu_axi) * 
er_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi 
* ephi_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * 
nu_axi * ez_axi 

sz_axi sz normal 
stress global 
sys. 

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi * 
er_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi 
* ephi_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * (1-
nu_axi) * ez_axi 

sphi_axi sphi normal 
stress 

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi * 
er_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * (1-
nu_axi) * ephi_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * 
nu_axi)) * nu_axi * ez_axi 

srz_axi srz shear 
stress global 
sys. 

E_axi/(1+nu_axi) * erz_axi 

sr_t_axi Time der. of 
normal 

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * (1-nu_axi) * 
er_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * 
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stress global 
sys. (sr) 

nu_axi * ephi_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * 
nu_axi)) * nu_axi * ez_t_axi 

sz_t_axi Time der. of 
normal 
stress global 
sys. (sz) 

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi * 
er_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * 
nu_axi * ephi_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * 
nu_axi)) * (1-nu_axi) * ez_t_axi 

sphi_t_axi Time der. of 
normal 
stress (sphi)

E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * nu_axi * 
er_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * nu_axi)) * (1-
nu_axi) * ephi_t_axi+E_axi/((1+nu_axi) * (1-2 * 
nu_axi)) * nu_axi * ez_t_axi 

srz_t_axi Time der. of 
shear stress 
global sys. 
(srz) 

E_axi/(1+nu_axi) * erz_t_axi 

mises_axi von Mises 
stress 

sqrt(real(sr_axi)^2+real(sphi_axi)^2+real(sz_axi)^2
-real(sr_axi) * real(sphi_axi)-real(sphi_axi) * 
real(sz_axi)-real(sr_axi) * real(sz_axi)+3 * 
real(srz_axi)^2) 

Ws_axi Strain 
energy 
density 

0.5 * (er_axi * sr_axi+ephi_axi * sphi_axi+ez_axi * 
sz_axi+2 * erz_axi * srz_axi) 

tresca_axi Tresca 
stress 

max(max(abs(s1_axi-s2_axi),abs(s2_axi-
s3_axi)),abs(s1_axi-s3_axi)) 

er_axi er normal 
strain global 
sys. 

uorr * r+uor 

ephi_axi ephi normal 
strain 

uor 

ez_axi ez normal 
strain global 
sys. 

wz 

erz_axi erz shear 
strain global 
sys. 

0.5 * (uorz * r+wr) 

er_t_axi er_t normal 
velocity 
strain global 
sys. 

j * omega_axi * (uorr * r+uor) 

ephi_t_axi ephi_t 
normal 
velocity 
strain 

j * omega_axi * uor 
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ez_t_axi ez_t normal 
velocity 
strain global 
sys. 

j * omega_axi * wz 

erz_t_axi erz_t shear 
velocity 
strain global 
sys. 

0.5 * j * omega_axi * (uorz * r+wr) 

sr_amp_axi sr normal 
stress amp. 
global sys. 

abs(sr_axi) 

sz_amp_axi sz normal 
stress amp. 
global sys. 

abs(sz_axi) 

sphi_amp_axi sphi normal 
stress amp. 

abs(sphi_axi) 

sphi_ph_axi sphi normal 
stress phase

180/pi * mod(angle(sphi_axi),2 * pi) 

srz_amp_axi srphi shear 
stress amp. 
global sys. 

abs(srz_axi) 

sr_ph_axi sr normal 
stress phase 
global sys. 

180/pi * mod(angle(sr_axi),2 * pi) 

sz_ph_axi sz normal 
stress phase 
global sys. 

180/pi * mod(angle(sz_axi),2 * pi) 

srz_ph_axi srphi shear 
stress phase 
global sys. 

180/pi * mod(angle(srz_axi),2 * pi) 

er_amp_axi er normal 
strain amp. 
global sys. 

abs(er_axi) 

ez_amp_axi ez normal 
strain amp. 
global sys. 

abs(ez_axi) 

ephi_amp_axi ephi normal 
strain amp. 

abs(ephi_axi) 

erz_amp_axi erphi shear 
strain amp. 
global sys. 

abs(erz_axi) 

er_ph_axi er normal 180/pi * mod(angle(er_axi),2 * pi) 
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strain phase 
global sys. 

ez_ph_axi ez normal 
strain phase 
global sys. 

180/pi * mod(angle(ez_axi),2 * pi) 

ephi_ph_axi ephi normal 
strain phase

180/pi * mod(angle(ephi_axi),2 * pi) 

erz_ph_axi erphi shear 
strain phase 
global sys. 

180/pi * mod(angle(erz_axi),2 * pi) 

U_ns Velocity field   
V_ns Vorticity   
cellRe_ns Cell 

Reynolds 
number 

  

res_u_ns Equation 
residual for u

  

res_sc_u_ns Shock 
capturing 
residual for u

  

res_v_ns Equation 
residual for v

  

res_sc_v_ns Shock 
capturing 
residual for v

  

beta_r_ns Convective 
field, r 
component 

  

beta_z_ns Convective 
field, z 
component 

  

Dm_ns Mean 
diffusion 
coefficient 

  

da_ns Total time 
scale factor 

  

ar_aco Local 
acceleration, 
r component

  

vr_aco Local 
velocity, r 
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component 
az_aco Local 

acceleration, 
z component

  

vz_aco Local 
velocity, z 
component 

  

pdB_aco Pressure 
(dB) 

  

k_aco Wave 
number 

  

normv_aco Local 
velocity, 
norm 

  

norma_aco Local 
acceleration, 
norm 

  

normqs_aco Dipole 
source, 
norm 
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